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"FOR

THE

FAMILY.

ones are looking into the Bible fluence; and every sensitive man must
feel it keenly. Wine has stood so long as
for help and light.
_ FREEWILL
But there is perhaps not a more trouble- emblem and representative of good cheer
Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.,
some class of persons in the bazar audiences and generous hospitality, that it seems
© Ne WB, BURLINGAME, Pablisher.
than those who have just glanced at a few stingy to shut it ‘away from our festivities,
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
of the Bible, here and there,in and deny it to our guests. Then again it
ions
passages
All communicat
., should be sent.
r publication should be addressed to the 01d Testament and New, wherever the book is so generally offered at the tables of our
“happened to open. One of these superficial friends, and it is so difficult, apparently,
VANCE, $2.50
readers accosted us in Sib bazar, the other for those who are accustomed to it to make
awakened

MAITTANCES must be made in money or
,

day, with the following question:

ders; bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
either of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.” Otherwise
they
will be at the risk of those
sepding them.
for money Sorders, bank
Toe regular oh
be demoney orders may
checks, and Post O
“ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
remittances
their
make
to
requested
are particularly
asl
as possible and thus save expenses.
until an explicit order is
Papers are forw

received by the Publisher for their

Jesus Christ steal money

* Didn't

from the Phari-

sees, and didn’t they kill him for that?" He

a dinner without it, that we hesitate to
offer water to them. Tt has a niggardly,—

or

Hae

whether

he

has

ready to perish, I called upon his name,
and his right hand held me up, and I trod
safely on the waves along with him?
Could neither his glory, nor his graeious-

mark that we Christians had a way of cast‘ing out all offensive passages from our Bible.
that what
With loud, bold words he insi

vation of my sin and shame, where, oh,

«Ff crow twice thou shalt deny me thrice.’
anguish 1 have lost my
such things as writing temperance addresses And now in my
Friend
forever,
and
all the recollections of
Sei
der the table; and sohe had stated was in the earlier edgjvns of HP
tolerates in private.

We have heard

subscribed or not—is

books in the Debuagri eharacter?” he asked, | with that little,

os

our love but shut me up in a darker despair.

But,—I do remember still his words.

Yes;

A man who talks temper- | brethren.’

—————

———

In the bazar we are cheered by large,

respectful and attentive audiences.

These

Hindus seem to be thoughtfully studying the
. great facts and doctrines of Christianity.
One

point troubles ‘them.

‘ Why

do you

Christians feel so ‘anxious for us Hindus?
We don't understand this.” So said a serious young babu to us at school bazar the
other evening,’ Oh,that they might come to

know and feel the real reason: why we
anxious

for their soul's salvation,

are

Tt is a

hard thing for a Hindu'to understand.

He

reasons like this: ‘* I have my way of getting to heaven, you have yours, and the
Mussulman his; why. should we interfere

the shame, the disappointment, the fear
the disgust, the ‘awful pity, the mad pro

tests that rise from a hundred thousand
honies! And still the smoke of the everlasting torment rises, and still 'we discuss the

“ wine question,” and the ‘‘ grape culture,” and live on as if we had

the responsibility for so
shame and suffering.
Society bids “us furnish

no share in

much

sin and

wine

at our

feasts, aud we furnish it just as generously

as if we did not know that a certain p
centage of all the men who drink it will
die miserable

drunkards,

and

inflict lives

of pitiful suffering upon those who are
closely associated with them. There are
literally hundreds of thousands “of people
in polite life in America who would not

ban, yet'there are drunken women as well
as drinking clergymen, Society, however,

has a great advantage in the fact that it is
vulgar fora woman to drink. There are
some things that a woman may not do, and

maintain her social standing.

they move on? Was it a vision through
which they passed? Did it glimmer and

that of life is set
geometrizing God
and no defect that

is not compensated by its just equivalent,—

life util another anmiversary of your meeting
together, but in his wise providence he has rendered it impracticable for me to gratify my strong

desire to meet with you,

and extending opportunities of good.
no charity in her aim, she

yet

With

eyangelizes

the world by closer commerce of man with
man, by

furnishing

wings

and their decision is,~incurable. I address you
therefore from the banks of Jordan, expecting to
pass over before the close of the anniversary
year upon which you are just entering,~a very
solemn position to stand in,~almost certain that
at the time of your next anniversary I shall be
with the general assemby and church of the firstborn, in the presence of God and the Lamb, to go
no more out forever. . . . Lifeis still before
you. The battle against the enemies of Christ
you have stillto fight. Therefore put ye on the
whole armor of God. Quit you like men. Be
strong.”

DE

i

For some years'past the Baptist missions in
Burmah have suffered by divisions and wasting
strifes. They are now rejoicing over the healing of those divisions and the complete union of
mission churches, and are diready co-operathe

to missionary

zeal, and implements to charity, by dissolv-

hd

‘ Tvents

Week

the

of

—

the

a more vigorous advance y
FORMOSA.

The N. Y. Independent, in a late issue, says,
that one of the most remarkable instances of rap-

—

BURNING OF THE EMERSON HOUSE.
It is no worse for Ralph Waldo Emerson
to be turned out of bed by a burning house
than for the multitudes who are constantly
meeting that calamity. Buthe is a public
man, his home has long been the headquarters of a certain class of thinkers, it
was something of a historic building be-.

id missionary success has just occurred m the
Two
island of Formosa, off the coast of China.

races inhabit the Island, the aborigines and ChiChinese. The work is chiefly among the former.
A Dispensary was opened on the Island by Dr.

English

of the

missionary

Maxwell, a medical

Those in search of healing

Presbyterian church.

were thus brought to the hearing of the ‘gospel.
Two of this nuntber, on returning to their native:
place, cast away their idols, kept the Sabbath,
became preachers of salvation, and now from six.
to seven hundred of their people assemble regua-

sides, so that the burning of it is invested

uable possessions, but fortunately his books

and
were
wide
have

papers and the most of his furniture
saved.
He has the sympathy of a
circle of friends in his loss, and can
their pecuniary aid if he wants it.

and’ joy of the people that they

hsystem

Thirty-six young men, from six different

the

Amherst

lives of the missionaries laboring

last April.

Rev. Mr. Powers, missionary of the

gan to rock to und fro like a cradle.
all on our feet in an

the
enthe
be-

We. were

and when

instant,

shock of bewilderment

thé first

was over, rushed ofit of

the house. Plaster was falling, timbers and doors
- were creaking, everything in motion. Thg#Stove
in my room capsized, the clock on my book-case

had

mirth-

ful talk about ‘ the fresh-water crews,”
meaning Bowdoin, Amherst, &c.,—inglo-

_riously brought up the rear.
There is
great benefit,both physical and moral, con
nected in some mysterious way with these
races. So they say. Perhaps we shall all
be convinced of it some day.
DEATH

that the

in this ancient

Am. Board, in his late report, thus refers to
on our knees,
scene: ‘* While we-were
gaged in family devotion at eight o’clock on
morning of that memorable day, our house

riculturals, who won last year’s race, came
felicitously indulged in considerable

of

that carried so many into eternity on the third of

who
'Ag-

in third side by side, while Yale, who

extension

city were spared during the terrible earthquake

six could.

Bowdoin,
rowed for the first time,and the Mass.

the

ANTIOCH.

colleges, pulled for dear life over a three
mile course at Springfield last week, to see
It
which six could pull it the quickest.

that

for

It is a matter for devout thankfulness

keep the peace between the two countries.
President Graft replied that he knew all
about it, that he himself was alse-honored
in receiving so distinguished a man from
so great a country,and that he should try to
keep the peace too. We have no doubt that
THE INTER-COLLEGIATE BOAT-RACE.

prayer

Christians in England, a system daily growing in
organization and power.

the United States, and that he should try to

theywill succeed.

of united

for the brethren at Amoy, and for
lar stations,

ministerto the United States, presented
his credentials and made his speech last
Wednesday. - He said he was highly honored in being sent to so great a country as

Harvard came in second.

freely devote one

Christ’s cause over the whole island, for particu-

THE NEW FRENCH MINISTER.
Marquis de
Noailles, the new French

was found

&

tenth of their earnings for the spread of the gospel. The native churches have also adapted a

leaped five feet into my study chair, uninjured,.
and the utmost confusion prevailed in every
room. On descending to the yard, we found it
full of people from without, some with bleeding
wounds and all shaking with fear. After two or
three hours 1 ventured out to see the earthquake.

The streets in every direction were blockaded

by the falling walls and roofs of buildings pitched
into the street in wildest confusion, families were

fleeing from their falling houses, the Protestant
chapel, and the large and almost new Greek
church were in ruins, the ancient bridge over the
Orontes was badly injured, men, women and
children were rushing wildly in all directions,
the dead lying here and there surrounded by a
circle of wailing relatives, or being carried to
their long resting place. On reaching my house,

more grateful than when. T left it, for the safety
of my numerous household, including the school-

girls, T learned that four Protestant children

OF JUAREZ.

The Mexican situation is vested with new
interest by the death of President Juarez
lately by apoplexy.
He had succeeded, by

his tact and energy,in keeping up a constant
revolution to save the country, and at the

had perished under the ruins.
ber of deaths is not yet

siderable...

...

The whole num-

known, but is very

con-

No injury has come to us per-

sonally, and our house being almost new and
well built, has suffered little except in the loss of
»
plastering.”
2s

MADRAS PRESIDENCY .—TELOOGOOS.
time of his death was reaping all the reThe | The late annual Report of the Baptist Miss.
sults that he could reasonably desire.
most of the districts were in a state of siege Union thus refers to their work inthe Madras
_orof active or threatened

warfare,

and he

was having his hands full to look out for
them all. His death will prove a loss, for
a revolution is

food and drink to the Mexi-

.cans,and nobody could gratify them mn that
His successor
respect so well as Juarez.
‘is Lerdo de Tejada,

late chief justice of the

Which office
Mexican Supreme Court.
must have fitted him pretty well for the
presidency.
I
;
'
THE CHOLERA IN RUSSIA.

Advices from St. Petersburg state that
the cholera epidemic is gradually making

its way from the eastern provinces of Rus

Presidency : *‘ And the Teloogoo mission;—a field
as up-

whic h the Holy Spirit has breathed upon

on the formless void of ereation,—~where, during
the last four years more than 2,000 converts have
been baptized, and where the number already

gathered might be doubled within a few month
if the binders of the sheaves were equal to the
task, requires the most prompt reliefin men and
d
money.”
Speaking of the necessity of a missionary living at. Cumbum, Mr. Clough, from whom we

have often quoted, says: “I have written and

urged the subject so often, that I fear you tire o

my continued clamor. Yet I must say that th

need, before reat is increasing every day.
ans already there, and

The

the hun-

fred of Jduiters, and the turning multitudes of
dolaters,

us on ;~the lone missionary at

sia, and ‘gaining a foothold in the central
westérn portions of the Empire.” The
‘and
at last, growing fainter and farther, fade
of Moscow is now suffering: from its

Ubgole,~with about 2000 Christians living in 191

ravages, and the disease there has assumed

ney) per day can do but little in localities so far
away. The field at present connected with the
Ongole Station, is about 80 miles wide and over
100 ills in length, ior] Is injand, and fontaine a
population,if I am
y informed, half as great
:
a8 all British hy
The total number of baptisms, in the Teloogoo

glimmer far behind them as they went, and

away?

:
i
i

with peculiar interest. It happened last,
Wednesday morning, while the philosopher
to their p preaching g of Jesus. . . .
was vet in bed, and resulted fro m a defect- Jarly y to listen
,
The entire work has been introduced and carried
He came near losing all his
jve yet
on by native agency. So great isthe gratitude

City

Or did it glide by them, an attend-

The proportion

its most nialignant form.

‘of deaths to recoveries of those attacked is
choose but see ?, How would it be with us?
placed at eight to one. This terrible fatalwe
that
boys
If we should once see the brave
ity bas created a panic among’ the inhabiaftthem
seeing
help
ever
were, could we

tants, and thousands of the better classes
erward? And you, dear lady crossing the
At St
are
fleeing into western Europe.
street under my window, with that delicate
Peter's Repentance.
Petersburg
a
few
sporadic
cases
have
aprr
—
rouge upon your cheek, and that costly
|”
peared,
and
the
authorities
have
taken
the
rushes
he
as
Follow that excited man
shawl, for which your husband can not af- most rigid precautions to cut off communiwhere
be
alone,—to
be
to
hall
Pilate's
(from
ford to pay, over your beautiful shoulders,
cations between the capital and the infect{he can wring his hands and beat his breast, wishing often and often that you had
ed
district®. hinto
none
and
with none to be the wiser,
thought twice before marrying him,—if you
der or to help. ‘And have Ithus denied should see the bright-faced, curly-haired
A young man who allows himselfto use
him and blasphemed? Am I thus degrad- darling that I remember bounding along the
one vulgar or.profane word has not only
ed and debased to hell? Did I ever think sidewalk, would you ever afterward fail to
shown that there 1s a foul spot upon his
my friendship was to come to this P Could
meet yourself, but

A,

~ with one another ? There is only one God, dare to give a dintié¥, or a party, without
‘but, there are many religions, just as there wine, . notwithstanding the fact that in
see her? You, would
is one ocean and into it flow many rivers. I many instarices they can select the very
mind, but by the appearance of that word
I thus forget, could I thus requite, the love would you know her P—Harper’s Bazar,
can not go your way nor you mine. The guests who will drink too much on every
he extends that spot aud inflggnes it till, by
|
placed
and
stranger,
a
me;
d
welcome
NA
religion that my ancestors for fourteen gen- occasion that gives them an, opportubity: that
indulgence, it will pollute and min the
his intimacy,
erations have cherished, is the right one for There are old men and women who invite me near his person, and in
thy
soul. Be careful of your words as of your
to
lecture
a
be
passion
of
another's
Let
smile
the
beneath
’ me, and to leave it is to-@pose myself to young men to their feasts, whom they and in his service, and
thuoghts.
danger to themselves reason,
/ peril both here and hereafter.” This is the_.know can not drink the wine they propose to furnish without
ALR Rin AS

Soom after your last

anniversary a cancerous tumor in the mouth began to develop itself, and its progress has been
rapid, notwithstandmg Dr. Maynard’s efforts to

where every law is self-exccuting, and the check it. He consulted other medical counsel,

Which
Let her not ing presence, a picture on the air
they’ could not
which
and
melt,
not
could
demands

quarrel with the fact that society
more of her than it does of men. It is her
saféguard in many ways.—J. G. Holland.

y

BURMAH.
It is with sorrow that we learn of the affliction
that has fallen upon this mission in the illness of

Ah! then I am not disowned | the edification of human kind.—Dr. Dodge. | powers of darkness.

The Alorning Star.

at a time !
Now a few things about the work here.

and solemnizes huhow most exact is

I cannot be mistaken, He said, I would bg ing the rocky barriers of prescription, by
for
‘converted.’ He gave directions for my developing the vast : resources of nature
:
5
and
suffering,
the
of
relief
and
comfort
the
|
my
strengthen
to
me
told
He
duty Shen.

They are
is sim- by him, not cut off from them.
them uncalled for, is prima | and being pleased with what were shown | ance with a wine-glass in his hand
removing and ofleaving
still my brethren. I am still to be among
intentional fraud.
Jacie evidence
him, he bought several, among them por- ply trying to brace himself so that he can
them,—still to hold up my head among, yea,
tions of the sacred Seriptures. He lingered hold it without shame. We do not deny that
to serve, and to be owned as serving them.
&& When Agents receive premuims, no percentage
on the veranda, and we had quite a talk many men have self-control, or that they
Tam not cast off. He told me Iwould be
on moneys gent for the Star is allowed in addition.
about the way of salvaticn. ' I found him can drink wine through life without suffer4 We sénd no books out to be sold on commfisrestored. The Lord, then, is my Shepherd
gion, ‘or otherwise, with the privilege of returning:
ing,
to
themselves
or
others.
It
may
seem
thoroughly dissatisfied with Hinduism,and a
3
them.
still ; he restored my soul. Rejoice not
nominal Brahmist. It so happened that but hard that they should be deprived of a
me, O° mine enemy! When I fall
against
a few evenings before I had visited the comfort or a pleasure because others are I shall rise again
; when I sit’ in darkness,
less
fortunate
in
their
temperament
or
their
Brahmist Somaj weekly, and found only
alight unto me. O my
be
shall
Lord
the
six orseven persons in attendance upon power of will. But the question is wheththou of love like
thinkest
what
heart,
guilty
theit regular service.
I therefore ex- er a man is willing to sell his power to do
reviving hope
the
in
laid
that
P—love
this
lapressed surprise at not having seen him good to a great multitude for a glass of
the guilt and
before
even
,
consolation
and
1872.
31,
JULY
DAY,
WEDNES
there, whereupon he responded promptly, wine at dinner. That is the question in its
d,—love that foretold
contracte
were
scandal
very
has
he
then
is,
he
If
terms.
plainest
|
with
associate
to
care
don't
I
go;
never
I
«
ay S——
i
arise againj to gratitude
those avho belong to the Somaj. They are | little benevolence,or a very inadequate ap- | that thou shouldst
W hy !
and peace, and faithfuluess and duty ? It
openly and shamelessly vicious in their lives. | prehension of the evils of intemperance.
o——
is this love that thou hast denied, cast off,
Earth, thou art perfect and fair;
What
we
need
in
our
metropolitan
society
I prefer serving God by myself to going into
flow
Flow,
, and disdained.
dishonored
Life, thou art earnest and sweet;
There
such company.” We. often hear the same is a declaration of independence.
break,
tears!
scalding
Soul, thou art rightfully heir;
bitter,
ye
faster,
thing from others, both at the station and are a great many good men and women
Is not thy rapture complete?
break deeper open, thou false and faithless
The Naéb, a petty native in New York who lament the drinking
!
in the district.
Why, from the manifold joys
heart! and burn into tenfold heat this hot
That hie to the morning of day,
officer in the’ employ of the indigo planters habits of society most sincerely. Let those and guilty, yet believing and confessing
From sorrows that strengthen and save,
at Daijudi, once gave me a very sad and all declare that they will minister no lonLet me hide my face in
Turn’st thou, expectant away?
ger at the social altars of the great de- blush of shame!
revolting picture of these Hindy Theists.
from thee, and hide thou thy face
dust
the
1 stand in the fresh morning lands;
This babu’s frankness, and his apparen t | stroyer. Let them declare that the indis- from my terrible transgression. Oh, turn
criminate offer of wine at dinners and
Dew-stars in the grass at my feet;
sincerity and eagerness for the truth, pleased
me, and I shall be turned; convert
‘Buds and white bloom in my hands,
social
assemblies is not only criminal but thou
which
after
talk,
long
hada
We
much.
me
gnd I shall be converted "— Rev.
me,
thou
About me sweet song-pulses beat.
vulgar, as it undoubtedly is. Let them
he seemed to feel that he was not yet on the
Hugh Martin.
From the far depths of the sky
right track. How he listened to the story declare that for the sake of the young, the
A glory is rising for me,
weak, the vicious,—for the sake of personA royal and roseate dawn
of the Cross ! I shall not soon forget those
Meeting Ourselves.
al. character, and family peace, and social
Tinting the hills and the sea.
bright eyes, and that calm face beaming
purity, and national strength,—they will
with intense interest. Something called me
Youth with its gladness is here,
Eyery traveler upon the road meets many
Time with its treasures untold,
off, a patient, I think, at the other door ; but discard wine from their feasts from this 4ravelers; but has it ever occurred to you
time forth and forever, and the work will
Toil with its promise and cheer,
an hour afterwards I found the Babu quietthat we sometimes meet ourselves ? There
Love that will never grow cold.
¥
ly seated on the veranda, intently perusing be done. Letthem declare that it shall be is a picture in the library of one of my
warmth
and
sweetness
vulgar,
—as
it
undeniably
'is,—for
a
man
to
this
of
* Yet out
God bless him! my
the Gospel history.
friends, not a large wark,—in fact, it hangs
1 fade, and I follow afar
as he walked quarrel with his dinner because his host
times,
many
it
said
heart
A voice that is vague as a dream,
upon one of the shelves against the books.
This can be done
I have not seen Lim, nor heard of fails to furnish wine.
| away.
A light that is faint as a star.
But it is one of the most fascinating of pictnow,
and
it
needs
to
be
done
now,
for
itis
While I told him of the way of
him since.
Mystery waveth her wand
becoming evecy day more difficult to do ures. The scene is a wood,—a kind of
since then, his face has
whenever,
and
life,
to
Over the knowledge 1 crave,
it. The habit of wine-drinking at dinner sombre boscage in which you are not
| come back to mind, I have thought of the
And the shadow that stayeth her hand
the leaves, but which
of
veins
the
for
search
is, quite prevalent already.
European
Hovereth over a grave.
’
| one who came runningto the Lord, of whom
imagination.
travel is doing much to make it universal; is to suggest solitude to your
— Anna Boynton Averill.
it is written, * Jesus beholding him, loved
and a woman,
man
a
figures,
two
are
There
and if we go on extending it at the presJ.L.P.
him.”
ent rate, we shall. soon arrive atthe Eu- haggard, joyous, exhausted, and with that
ropean indifference to the whole subject. look of hopeless weariness which I suppose
Missionary Correspondence.
There are many clergymen in New York Heine saw in Alfred de Musset's face when
behind
on in Society. who
Questi
Wine
The
have wine upon their tables and who he said that he had a great future
MIDNAPORE, May 28, 1872.
leaning on’
woman
the
two,
These
.
him.
furnish it to their guests. We keep no
I hope some of our southern party have
confronted by
It is universally admitted among sensi- man’s conscience, but we are compelled to the man, are suddently
for
written you about the cheering opening
is
ess
drunkenn
little spectral,
a
that
ble and candid people
say that they sell influence at a shamefully two others, distinct, yet
mission work at Bhuddruck, forty miles the great curse of our social and national
of the curious
uncounscious
apparently
cheap rate. What can.they do in the great and
south of Balasore. The Hindus thére seem life. 1Itis not characteristically American,
figures
unconscious
two
The
encounter.
fight with this tremendous evil? They can
very eager for zenana teachers, and offer to for the same may be said with greater emare those of a youth and maid, each, indeed,
do
nothing,
and
are
counted
upon
to
do
|
help sustain them. The little Christian set- phasis of the social and national life of
in the fullness of youth, with all its bloom
tlement, recently founded by several young Great Britain ; but it is one of those things nothing.
If the men and women of good society and hope, and with an inexpressible repose
men from the Balasore school, is quite near
Cholera wish
there is no doubt.
which
about
to have less drinking to excess, let of happiness ‘i their attitude. They are
Bhuddruck, if not, indsed, within its limits.
bring smaller fatality, and them stop drinking moderately.’ 1f they are lovers; young lovers; lovers in a world
small-pox
and
In recognition of the generous interest takalmost infinitely smaller Sorrow. There not willing to break off the indulgence of enchanted by their love; happy in the peren in it by J. Beames, Esq., Magistrate and
and mothers, and sisters and a feeble appetite for the sake of doing a fect purity of their passion. Aud upon
Collector of Balasore, who has been very are fathers
innocent and wandering chil- great good to a great many people, how these two the others stare with bewildered
kind to the young people just starting eut wives, and
every circle that embraces a can they
within
dren,
expect a poor, . broken-down horror and yearning. Under the picture is
in life, they have christened the new spot
to-day over some wretch to deny an appetite that is stronger the legend, ‘How they met themselves.”
grieve
who
lives,
hundred
Beamesville. Long may it beam !
destroyer. than the love ‘of wife and children, and
For the two are ome. The one is the
These young men are all members of the hopeless victim of the seductive
—North,
country,
the
in
and
In the city
even life itself? The punishment for the double of the other. This wan, haggard,
church, I believe.
They are farraers and
are men and failure to do duty in this business is sicken- pitifdl woman 1s that modest maid with
ere
West,—th
and
South
East,
mechanics, and go out to make a living for
themselves. All were orphan lads, taken women who can not be trusted with wine ing to contemplate. The sacrifice of life and downcast eye and cheek warm with the
who are peace and wealth will' go on. Every year blush of joy. = This dull, reckless wreked
into the school during the fearful famine of i their ‘hands,—men and women
to degoing
are
they
that.
too,
,
conscious
young men will rush ‘wildly to the devil, man is that blooming youth whispering his
'66, or soon after.
Miss Crawford contriban
fight
them know
to
ceased
have
who
and
struction,
utes wives for this new settlement, and the
middle-aged men will booze away into ap- love. And the two who meetfeels that it is
transform
to
woman
power
the
wretched
has
young men, half a dozen in al), 1 think, are appetite that
oplexy, and old men will swell up with the it. The
is
married to Patna school-girls. So our good every soul and every home it occupies into sweet poison and become disgusting idiots. she. The miserable man knows that it
as it
help
picture,
for’
the
prayers
continue
wild
the
could
Oh,
we
If
hell.
a
he.
We
?
sister's family thins out! She still has over
What will becomeof the women
a hundred, however, so there's chance for that go up from a hundred “thousand de- should think that they had suffered enough were, how should we do it? ‘What happenmatch-making yet! Our Cuttack friends, spairifig slaves of strong drink to-day! Oh, from thissevil to hold it under éverlasting ed next? When the shock was over, did

it is said, are given to marrying off twenty

of obligation in man,

man life by showing
ness keep me from denying him? Oh! is
it come to this? < And mow in my dread, nature’s frame in which
dark hour, when I can not bear my own where the severe and
suffers no trangression,
existence, when every word he ever. spoke

answer to maketo it. A man can not,
without, stultifying and morally debasing
himself, fight in public that which he

of the babu, who returned the book, after
failing to find what he wished, with the re-

regularly

hws decided Fhat Ee

gratitude, my admiration, kindled again on
that dark and stormy sea, when, being

Gn

the Father,” and regenerate ‘the world,
With no conscious God in her perceptions, Rev. Dr. Wade, one of Burmah’s most distinshe yetyefreshes and expands the idea of guished missionaries, In a letter writtento the
Meeting of the Burman Miss. Conthe hights and depths and infinite riches of last Annual
assembled at Maulmain, an association
the wonderous All. With no moral sensi- ofvention
which he was President, he gags: ‘‘ Beyond
bility of her own, she yet deepensthe sense all my expectation the Lord has prolonged my

where shall I turn to find relief? Oh! this wildest excesses,—the meteor’s path, the
deadly crime. Oh! this burning, guilty earthquake's brief spasm, the comet's long
but measured furlough ,—are all minutely
conscience.. And he warned hme that I buf
would do it. But I scorned his exhortation. prescribed and timed, With no’ human
1 was mad upon my own good powers, sympathy in those eyes that look creation
‘And now there rings in my ears forever, through, she yet strengthens the bonds of
as the death-knell of my hopes, the slighted love by a wiser adjustment of human relawarning, ‘Simon, Simon, before the cock tions, by multiplying means of beneficence

ciety has Tearned by heart the old talk
the Bengali Bible, but has now disappgare
against drinking too much,—*‘ the excess
usness
Mfisthe
of
disingenuo
the
through
responsible for the payment,
of the thing, you know,”—by those who
2, Ifa person orders his Rapes discontinued, he
:
sionaries!
must pay all .arrearages, or-t e publisher may cona little, but
Te bs end it until paymentis made, and collectthe | A very nice . babu called at our bungalow: | have the power of : drinking
:
:
eye than
their
with
part
sooner
would
who
|
Sanskrit
you
“Have
ago.
weeks
orgy
|
fromthe
taken
is
paper
he
whether
bh
oy.
another’s,

Is this all, that cometh of my

31

Field.

—

Science, too, is a minister of God,—an
evangelist,—whose mission is to ‘‘ show us

comes oyer my heart, with sickening aggra-

1.
from the post-offtce—whether directedto his name or
.

with him?

Mission

——

almost an unfriendly,—seeming; yet what

assured me over and over again, that he had shall a man do who wishes to [throw what
ry assuring influence he has on the side of temperance?
read this in the Bible; and on
The question is not new. It has been up
him and the audience that nothing'of the
kind was to be found in the Bible, and hand- for an answer every year and every moing over my Bengali copy for him to find ment since men thought or talked about
the passage hé spoke of,—fancy the coolness temperance at all. «We know of but one

discontinuance,

and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.
.
requested to note
Each subscriber 18 particularly
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription; and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder (rom this office.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
Any person who takes a newspaper

his

eyes to the alarming fact that the Hindu re- under the compulsions of social usage. face did shine as the sun, and when, God
ligion holds no hope for lost sinners. Such Now we understand the power of this in- knoweth, I would have stayed there forever

ISSUED BY THE
PRINTING, ESTABLISHMENT
BAPTIST

Seience a Minister of God.

his favor ? Is this my appreciation of that
glory of his upon the mountain, when

N umber

igii omens,

and disggace to their companions and
ut, thank God, some begin to open their friends. They do this sadly, often, but

pith of much that is said to usin the bazar.
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, with schools, day and

after, and was

Normal,

other things besides.

to look

Traveling

at'the rate of i5 miles (an ordinary day’s jour-

mission the last year, is 915,

.

MICRONESIA=PONAPEE,
The work on these islands continues to
per. Mr. Doane wrote Sept. 25. “This day
a new era in the

history

of Ponapee.

prosdates
e like

has never been seen here before.
Eighteen years.
igo this month,Chuistian teachers landed on this’
and.
Their
nights
of
toil
and
of
rejoicing
are
8
known. . . To-day they begin the work of foreign.
missions
among these who have received
Jesus.
To-day the Saviour’s own little vessel
(Morning
Star) takes on board Nikodemus and
wife and Zakens
and wife to carry them to two low
islands east of us.” ~ Under date of Nov. 27, Mr.
Dodne, on account of his wife’s health, wrote:

We have decided we must leave. I had hoped to live on here till far into the sere and yellow

1e4f of old
age. « + + . Oh,couldwe only live and
work here till. of Methuselah’s age, then I should
liketo lay down’ the burden, perhaps, and go’ up
to the home of rest and joy. But we do not
ay
ws
complain.” -.. .

.

AL

Madame
HEZEKIAH

BUTTERWORTH.
—

HER IMPRISONMENTS

‘AND

HER

be done!

After repeated trials, we

All that-I-ask is that thou wilt be

settle

on

a

the funeral

‘ My very dungeon walls are dear,
Because the Lord I love is here.”

Madame Guyon was born at Montargis,
an old town near the French Capital, on the

18th of April, 1648.

If I can only be

of my heart?

dall, $1.34.

years of age she found a Bible in a Domini-

him, I am willing that all men should

can convent, and devoted whole days to6 the

de-

perusal of its pages, committing to memory the Historical portions entire. Her giri-

hood was wholly spent in devotion and'in
the pursuit of religious knowledge.
Her conversion and her religious history
in connection with Madame de Maintenon
and with Fenelon, have been told in many
delightful volumes, among them the works
of the late Thomas C. Upham, who was
deeply influenced by her writings. We pass
over this interesting period of her life to

ined her

health.

7s.; one

being

released,

not from God,

she

then

whence

came

The

Quietists, were taken up by Wesley and the

Again, after imprisonment:

early Methodists under the doctrinal name
of Perfection, or Perfect Love. There is no
essential difference between Madame Guyon's * Spiritual Torrents ” and Wesley’s ser- tion and deceitfu!
mons and trsets on Sanctification. Mad- indifferent to the
ame Guyon taught the doctrine of the per- their place ? Oh,
fect conformity of the will to the will of itis not by might

:

“ Nor castle walls, nor dungeons deep,
Exclude His quickening beams,
There I can sit 2nd sing and weep,
And dwell on hex venly themes.

“There sorrow, for His sake, is found

first

God, and the

No

vine Love, an experience which she illustrates in her life, writings and mystical
songs:

There no presumptuous thom, DS abound,

pride can enter there,”

ha, PINES
She thus sings the spiritual
, 19T
that she found in communion with Goa
“ Through the dark and silent night
On thy radiant smiles I dwelt,

4 Night! how I love thy silent shades,
My spirit they eompose,

+ Nature silent all around,

. After Madame Guyon, pn account of her
pure teachings, lost favor at the gay French
Court, she suffered constant persecutions
Her last days were
and imprisonment.
spent almost wholly in dungeons or in banishment.
One of her places of confinement at this
period, was the Castle of Vincennes, opce
an old royal residence, situated near Paris,
.in the midst of a wood or park.
Her elevation of soul while here impris-

mainder of my life there, if such

the will of God.

should be

I employed a part of my

time in writing religious songs. It sometimes seemed to me that I was a little bird,

whom the Lord had placed in a cage, and
had nothing to do but to sing. The joy of
my heart brightened the objects around me.
The stones of my prison looked to me like

all,

denomina-

laymen,

sympathize with their aim, and

in banishment, so impressively taught the

lofty possibilities of Christian faith.

Among

* Nought have I else to do;

Our work certainly is among that class.
Not more than one native member of our

And He, whom most I love to please,

Doth listen to my song;
He caught and bound my wandering wing,

church,

Bat still he bends to hear me sing.
“Thou hast an ear:te hear;
A
heart to love and bless;

to

is to be

My prison walls can not control
The flight, the freedom of the soul,

ed $20.00,

i“ Oh!it
is good
to soar,
|" These bolts and bars above;

Spirit is given
J.P.

=

She was riext imprisoned in the Vanguard,

then, for four years, in that gloomy old
the § Bastile. Her cell here.
French i Ta fortress,A
of the Man with the Iron
?
at sufferings she here endured
Wh
er be
i
known, | x every prisoner, ere
Hh be

I was formerly

ac-

TA ‘make oath never

to reveal what he had séen, heard, or experienced within its walls.

and pov-

erty characterize both Hindus and Santals
ingpur district.
Numbers: of the former
to read,

but

with

the

exception of thé: cunning, crafty, covetous
Brahmins,

learning.

few make.

any pretension

The tdsk of enlightening,

Only once in her autobiography. does she vating and saving such a people may

High

deathe, Wi
areulass;
a
by a
speaker, who dwelt long an
fully and

entirely upon the death ‘of a 00d “Tle

girl; followed by the
read

stagnant’
ig

of the |

however, by a statement that the last utter
ance of one of them, was a line of the son

“I

with great

generations, among

in

eternity.

without Christ, intending to seek his favor
at a more convenient season, let me intreat

i

year.

* Seed

in

honor |i

pools

of

it very desirable to draw occasional lessons

On the contrary,

on the part of certain

they

will

fore

are

good people to con.

bea

some-

of us are ready

to

live,

we

are

the
wha

of g
sent
darl
Saw

Sav
OWI

and

not alto-

Savi

gether unprepared’to die. The uneducated
preacher of an early day in seme
parts of
our country, used often to address
his audience : ** My dying con
tion.” While
we remember in our work
that the children
are really ‘‘dying hearers” of the Word,
we. ought not to forget that they are yet io
living children, with the prospect of a hard

dow

With

only

life, beset with temptation, before them.
living

children

we

late than never,”

by

:

‘* Better

allow

his

soon

scholars

| How he must have loved kim!
I have seen a teacher strike one of his
| scholars.
If a scholar must be punished,

it onght to be done by the Siperintenden

only. And perhaps I ought to recommen
to the superintendent who follows this

yi.

the W ayside.

{ practice; that the sooner he leawes it off the

in

Long

Pond,

and

he told the
sunk

I have seen a teacher engaged
in giving
his class lessons in spelling.
Generally, I
would recommend that this practice be discontinued, till every child knows all thatit
is possible to learn from the word of God.
I have seen a teacher fall: asleep in his
class. This needs no remark.
I have seen a’ teacher so-devoid of respect for his own lungs as tb monopolize
the whole duty of the class. Preachingto
a Sunday-school class is intolerable.
1 have seen a teacher, by Bis loud speaking,

attract

the

attention

of

neighboring

classes. A noisy school is the necessary
consequence.
I have seen a teacher allaswv more than
one scholar to speak at onee. This practice also tends to Sisturb the aweet quietude
which ought to prevail in a Sunday-school.
I have seen a teacher continue his teaching after the bell had been rung.
He
ought, rather, to have ceased instantly, and

friends could ever save them.

he may beevme thoroughly proficient in the
Gospel of Matthew, or the four Gospels, or
any other given amount of study, but that

When the stranger finished his remarks,
meeting was closed; the good man

went to his

hotel,

the children went home,

me?

she asked, as he stood by her side.

to have taken care that his scholars did
likewise.—dn Old Superingendent.

Tre

Fist QuaLmFicarioN.

a

When

scholar is brought to my olass, it is not that

he may

become a childaf God and an

heir

of heaven. Let me fixit in my mind! that
this is my errand and basiness with every

child committed to my eare. [ am to seek
his regeneration and! eemversien to God.
I am to. feel that my work falls.ghort of its

appointed and expeeted end until this re-

sult is gained.
Has the teacher who reads. these lines
any feeling like thisin regard to his schol-

ars? Is there the burden of a great, inexpressible, {inextingmishable desire?

“ No; not much, only—I won't go off longing
that will, not be satisfied by anywith Jim Mwphy ever any more. Ill thing
short of the conversion of each unpromise you now, mother.”
conv erted soul in, his class P If not, give no
| « I'm thankful
to hear that, Will. ‘You rest to your soul until the desire is awakenknow I do not like to have you with him, ed. That is your first dutyas a SundayWas this “what, you brought home from the school tencher. That is your first qualificameeting
:
desire ©
‘tion. Have am unquenchable
““Yes—yes,
ma'am.
A man told us being the childrenof your charge to a sav~
about
a boy that was drowned, and then ing
knowledge of Jesus Christ.~Chrisiial
lost in the mad, and he said that bad com- af Work.
:
pany was Long Pond, and bad habit the
BR
mud, where we’d be drowned.
And I
think theres something in it, and I sha'n’t
AFTER THE, LAUGH. Tn his valuable work
off any more with Jim Murphy.
1
* Objeet Lessons” Rev. H.C. McCook
on
mow he’s a bad lot.”
.
Into the cottage at the foot of the. street says of the laugh which is sometimes raised
a little ielidhnin boy had rushed, as if he by the children in Sanday-school over ques
was escap
rsuit.
tions from the desk they are answering
‘* What kes li run so fast, dear?” and which too often sadly disconcerts t

but one are

The evening before they

heart joined in yearning for the blessing he
craved,
Christian friends, will you one
and all join us in praying for those five
** Yes,yes,” you will say, ‘“ cer-

tainly.” Pray, then, not only that they
may remain uncontaminated, but that they

asked sister Mary,

Kissing the

“Joe ‘Miller wanted me
him,” panted little Walter,
fraid I should.”
“ Mother asked
you not
Joe,” said Mary, *¢ didn't she

flushed face.

to play with
‘‘and I was
to play with
P"
iL

“Yes,” answered the small boy.

“I did,

superintendent, who was doing bravely be:
forex

moment, for the wavelet to die
+ Waait
away—a quiet SuAl1E of Sympathy, if noth
ing else, on your own faee—-and then go 00.
Buffoonery, either on the

of teacher OF

¥ will despise;
Imever meant to tell of saholar,.
ven | gene
understand the ringof true ear
may be a mighty power for, good.
Plead it, and I meant tosgo some more. Joe and they
mes... But I'm ’fraid nestness too well to be very long mirthful it
that the little Christian community may be knows such jolly.
I'll be drowned in the mud,as the man said the presence of genuine zeal and love for
like an island of light amid the great_sea of to-night.”
Lar
souls. Iwould then advise, in ‘most cases
heathen darkness, If there can not daily
«T don’t quite undeisfand,” said his of mirth in school, that the teacher let it:
alone. It will best take care of itself. Ad
be a ‘ Fulton" street prayer-meeting » puzzled sister.
« Well, he said there was a boy drowned
effort to quench it, by a frown, or hallo,
around each of Jour family altars, do let
of the bell, or threats,
in
the
mud,
and
if
we
went
and
played
prayers of equal faith to those offered in with naughty boys, we might as well be or thumps, ‘or of pulls
counterfeit pious horrors
or platitudes

gers were sent in different directions, sume

though, two days.

Fulton street, constantly go up for the salvation of gouls in this moral desert.
Let

drowned in the mud, too; and’ I'm goin’
right off, and tell mother all about it.”
your alms, too, like sweet incense go: up : Srwo mothers thanked God for the stranwords, that night, sending fervent
with your petitions, and send“4s more la- ger's
rayer and blessing
from the tall stone
borers, Northern Orissa is just now in Pre
and the little cottage, and they

:
to towns 80 and 40 miles away.
preparay
necessar
* In the mean time all

The fami]
Randall hud left. was in moderate circum
stances as to property, and the church arrangedto assist in providing supplies for

want of more Christian sisters, with Anglo
Saxon energy and faith which counts no

I copy frem an account book

work impossible which God bids them

Treasurer,

per-

form, Sister Smith has lately sentfher best
Zenana teacher to Bhuddruck as a pioneer,

to now in possession of Rev, D. L. Edgerly,
ele- the following: “To eash paid to John
well Bickford for 50 Ibs. of mutton, delivered at

Yesterday

native
w

. I received

gentleman

a

letter

in that place.

from

a

- The

will quench every other good emotion Wore
surely than mirthfuluess.
——

“Tug
SON."

thanked him for the timely warning very | wood

often after that.
Was it all over?

It was not a great effort that the stranger.
made,
to
speak a few words to those children that § pbb th night, but it was
atly

rewarded.
0 knows how hlessed may
be the result of any true word, lovingly

£

PLEASURES. OF SIN FOR A SEA

Sinful Jlessure is like the frame

0

put under the arch till the arch 18

complete,
Then the

joy

that
had

ther

to eater the class on Sunday morning without the slightest salute. How very friend| 1
1y!
I have seen a teacher allow
ne of his
scholars to pass him in the street unnoticed.

and it was all over.
Was it all over?
Will Dennison’s mother sat in the twilight, praying for her bey, when’ he came
in. ‘Have you had a good meeting,
Will?” said she.
* Pretty good,” answered the boy rather
gruffly, coming up to take the
hand she
held out to him.
i
“(Can you remember something to tell

brother Smith led us in. prayer. . Earnest
and feryent were his petitions, and every

families ?

say such.

and
spe
-M
one

ancy

are to deal, and

in the soft deep mud at the bettom of the
pond, and then he told them that bad company was like Long Pond to them, and bad
habit was the mud at the bottom of it
where they might sink amd be lost;
perhaps be so utterly lost that no effort of their
the

to sister Smith's sitting room, where they
heard much good adyice, after which

W.

¢

P

par

stantly hold up death before children, ac.
companying the mention of each caseof
mortality by most solemn appeals to them
to prepare to die, It seems to usa hard.
ening: process. Ought not our teaching, in
the, main, to look rather toward preparing
children to live? Though we can notbe
certain of God's decrees coneerning their
length of days, nor our own; yet, if any

our Yearts

in

never could be found, because it had

were to leave
Balasore in the morning,
¢ while it was yet dark,” they all came in-

FUNERAL oF Eup, RANDALL. The death
100k place early in the morning of Oct. 22,

\

All the new husbands

menced praying.

BY JOSEPH FULLONTON,

of Isaae¢ Chamberlin, church

eigl

(would that it were oftemer done in some
schools), we yet deprecate the tendency

earthly

for

(
T

of profit from God’s solemn providences

children of the vain efforts that were made
recover Ned Fernald's body, and how it

members of the church, and he has com-

Early ‘Sketches.—No. 31.

the funeral.

a speaker from the

better.

henceforth be called Beames-sae,

EAT

———

angel”); followed, iy
by

school a hilarious and jolly place, and think

“ We should be happy to hear from any
stranger present,” said the swperintendent
of a little country Sunday-school at the
Those Five Families.
monthly concert, ** and I think that gentlehr
man knows whom I mean.”
WILL YOU PRAY FOR THEM.
* That gentleman” had been listening to
What families ? Those married by broth- the proceedings with much interest, and
e Biblé
er Smith in the mission chapel in Balasore | had repeated two very appwopriat
verses after the children had finished their
on the 6th. inst,
Two days after, they recitations. So all the little people and the
started | for their mission homes beyond larger people were ready to listen to him
:
Bhuddruck.
The boys (men we should call in their turn.
He rose at once, and spoke of going out |
them now ) will be fifty-three miles from
swim, when he was a little boy, and |
their orphanage home in Balasore and the to
meeting a party of his schoolmates with
girls eighty-three miles from their old Jel- white faces and scared looks, who ran back
lasore hive.
Their new place of abode will to the town, crying that Ned Fernald was

“I don’t

know where I shall be to-morrow.”

:

.

see that gross ignorance and moral darkness prevail, and God's holy laws are eonthe toils of life, at night all toil and care
may have ended. Could we realize this stantly violated. How much will they be
likely to ** grow in grace and in the knowltruth, it might lead us to a more careful,
edge of the truth” amid such surroundand faithful service for God and man.
I would fain remember this when 1 ings ? Christian parents, under such eirpreach, and preach so that if it should be cumstances, would you like to trust your
my last message to dying men, it ‘may leave children to serve God by doing good to
These young people
impressed upon their'memory some thought their fellow men?
that may lead them to Christ. Would not wished to be married and establish homes
our social meetings be more fully attended, of their own, but many tears were shed,
and more interesting,if every Christian felt especially by’ the girls, before they finally
the force of this truth, “I don’t know left us, and now the tears unbidden fill my
eyes while I think of them.
Those girls
where I shall be to-morrow ?”
were not perfect, but they were good.
All
+ ~How important it is, that those whom
God has prospered, in temporal things, who of them were members of the church and
are calculating to do something for God the most of them teachers in the Sabbathwith their money when they die, to remem- school, One was a member of our church
and another, Saetie, had been a
ber, they “don’t know where they will be committee
to-morrow,” and so arrange their business, valuable helper to Sister Smith for about a

you to ponder well this thought,

finally,

of dead children !”
ile we have no sym.
pathy with the attempt to make Sunde.

than I.»

S. S. Department.

deco- |

ligious duties.

to-morrow

to be an

and

South who told what his emotions ‘were gs
he stood a few weeks agoby the grave of
one of his good little Sunday-school girls,

weakness,

seeking

assurance

Do we feel the

The whole |

quietness,

may be

health,

want

turn,

| than late,” say I.
Minis | that Christ will be our rock of refuge, in the |
I have seen a teacher

‘This is true of us all. We know not
what®a day may bring forth. To-day we
in

description of.

No wonder that a lady remarked, at the
cloge
of the Hosting! * What a profusion

tian heart, when iu feels its own

The soul

superintendent, who

at length a horrifying

the roasting alive of two children (relieved,

These words are the out-cry of the Chris-

text was, | pleasure.
&c. The thing that

letter was

a missionary

where

read, containing a mention of at least three

Rock.

“ Lead me to the rock that is higher
Psalms 61: 2,

of God founded the Freewill Baptist De-

jority of them literally living from hand to tions were made in the town.

are, it is true, able

The

Parsonsfield, | thirst at the
The

5. Civil and military officers

was conducted

country were few. The considerable towns
a8 mail once or twice a week, the
‘had
as

ception. The Santals, for whose éspecial
benefit we have our-losation in Santipore,
are still lower in the social scale, the ma' Ignorance, superstition

the sermon.

rear had but just left the house.

off,
Squalid small towns no Post Office. The funeral
poverty is the rule, a competence the ex- therefore was deferred till Friday. - Messen-

mouth.

Once more

let me beg you to pray for us all, Pray especially that the two young men who are
teachers in this schoul may become true
men of God, Dear brothers and sisters, do
not forget us.
We greatly need your
prayers to bring us spiritual blessings.
Worn and weary snd almost fainting we
L. CRAWFORD.
say, pray for us,
May 20, 1872,
:

this recently at a Sunday-school missiona

town and other’ towns present. 6.
ters of the gospel not engaged as bearers. | great day when God will take vengeance
7. Citizens and people in general.
upon his adversaries? If not, let us seek the |i
|
These made a very lengthy procession. | rock, which is Christ.
R.L.P
{
When the foremost had reached the grave the |
|

Nor is the majority Of our

Hindu neighbors, much better
it regards the means of living.

Po Him whose purpose I adore,

to continue ‘her attendance in the infant
class at Sabbath-school, the child begged

meeting,

the church here ‘last month,

large, Samuel Runnels, *Esq.,

Upon being urged and. entreateq

parents, +

higher than we.

town.

That was Mondays It was desirto farnish very little pecuniary aid for any 1808.
relatives but ministers
branch of the service. There is, however, able that not only
of the funeril as
notified
be
churches
and
improvement in this dizection, though the
Then there were
possiblé.
as
ely
extensiv
whole ‘amount contributedby the native
the
members, last year; could not bave exceed- not only no railroads, but stage lines in

But, though my wing is closely bound,
My heart's at liberty.

gui

too

——

Here I met four

per

low. pay, and with difficulty are able to
make the two ends meet. . This is a serious
draw-back, in our work, as they are able

\.. Abroad I can not fly;

1 left thrée

Mc

struct them are much interested. A Santal
girl and six bf my girls were received into

of the Balasore magistrate, who has bcen
very kind to them.
There they are, five
young couple, surrounded by a dense population of heathen. Neither the school bell,
nor the ¢“ church going bell ” will there be
heard to remind them of literary or re-

half this sum ! Most of our people are cul- &
tivators, on a small scale, or in service at

a

“ My eage confines me round ;

The joyythe freedom
of the mind.

to $10

month, andno second member can boast of

Thou would’st not hear the Jess;
Because Thou knowest as they fall,
That LOVE, sweet Love, ingpires them all.

‘Whose providence I love;

communi-

numbering over fifty

eants, enjoys an income equal

. And, though my notes were ¢’er so rude,

And in thy mighty Will to find,

are

belong

that their good purposes will be carried out
by others. cdf any who read this are living

the Lowly.
r———

:

the

In the mbrning we may go- out strong for

here inculcated, it is a gathering of saintly

Thee.

‘I sing the whole day long;

hence

which

was cold in death. This fact impressed me
very seriously; and the remark of the good
old brother has been constantly reviving in
my mind:
‘Idon’tknow where I shall be in
the morning.”
:

men and women, who carry their aspirations and aims in their faces as well as in
their hearts. As we gazed upon the scene,
oe
0
rubies.”
a perfect picture of devotion from which the
The following poem is supposed to have
world seemed utterly excluded, our mind
been composed at this period of her history :
went back, far back to the past, and we
+ A litte bird 1 am,
could not but associate it with the influence of
Shut from the fields of air;
that wonderful woman who, in prisons and

Because, my (od, it pleases

was

. The Independent pub.

1. Eld. | tear of silent prayer, and the society of possibly we can do it best“Witheut @rawing
all our inspiration from dead omnes.
John Buzzell, and widow Randall.
2. The 1 Christian friends as we did when first we
—
other relatives in their order. 3. Ruling | learned the merits of Christ?
If not, let us
Elders, deacons and members of the church ask God to lead us to that vock which is” . WHAT 1 HAvE. SEEN. [ have seen a
téacher come into school late.
** Better
in New Durham.
4. The Physician of the |

them one who had seen ninety years go by,
and seemed to be ripe for the final harvést.

are always more than full.
Whatever may be thought of the doctrine

And in my cage I sit and sing
To Him who placed me there;
Well pleased a prisoner to be, .

among

nomination.

and people from widely different sections of
the country. No effort is made to advertise
these meetings; they are well known to

those who

Me.,

a family with’ whom

life, are invited, and which are always fully

tions, and frequently by pastors,

work,

those who &o out from ‘my school to in-

rum and with a simplicity and plainness in
keeping with the character of him who was |
in life bumble, and who had by the blessing

who are aiming to live a higher Christian
attended by people of different

DEAD CHILDREN,

|

that she might not be obliged to ‘go, yg
cause” said she, ** teacher is always talking
about dead folks.” We were reminded of

“I don’t know whereI shall be in the morning.”
A few weeks since, I'went to a neighboring town on an exchange, and stopped with

ings.

proprietor of the Consumptive’s Home. He
has for years held meetings at his own residence, on Tuesday afternoons, to which

If you

“I have fought a good fight,”
is better than earth can give.
speaker stood near the door and a large part
While taking a viewof his former exof those present were able to hear.
perience, the Psalmist seems to have
a
The religious services were somewhat | strong desire to return to the almighty rock
long, but solemn and impressive. At the | from which, wo doubt, he had wandered;
close were the usual formalities of such oc- and, to this end he invoked divine assisfance.
casions,and then the procession was formed. His language shows his d&termination, and
The remains were horne on a bier, six of g also willingness to find it. He saw himself
the ordained ministers being bearers.
The like the master of a ship, without rudder or
burying place had been selected by Randall sail, therefore he sought the rock.”
Let us
himself in his field, perhaps less than 50 follow the example of David and look back
rods southerly of his dwelling. The order upon our past experience, and see if we have
of the procession, in" the hand writing of in any degree left our first love. Do we
S. Runnels, Esq., who superintended, is | love the prayer-meeting, the penitential

queinted, and where I had enjoyed many
good seasons in Q. M's and other gather-

the Quietists, the most able defender of
Quietism in our own country, outside of the
Methodist denomination, has been Dr. Cullis, the well-known philanthropist, and the

The presence of the Saviour
dungeon.
seemed to be so vouchsafed to her, that her
soul dolated in a heavenly atmosphere, and
went out in rapturous strains of poetry and
sweet, mystical songs. In her * Religious
Experience,” she says: “I passed my time
in great peace, content to spend the re-

Gorham,

Me., to preach

months before,'retired for the night as®uswas but a modern rendering of the views of ual, and in the morning, when he awoke,

her
oned, endeared to her the very walls of

in

ed for Eld. John Buzzell of

cases, beirig confined to indivia,13] members
of the church.
;
Before I retired for the night, his daughter
We were led to write this article Vv 3% with whom he lived, inquired of him if he
tending one of Dr. Cullis's Tuesday afte.™ would like to see me that night, to which
noon meetings, on Devonshire street, Bosd, *“Yes, for I don’t know where
ton, where the doctrines of Madame Guyon he answerein the morning.”
1 shail be
and the Quietists are maintained in their
This answe® was, perhaps, more real to
primitive simplicity.
Since the decease of him from the fact that his wife, as few
Thomas C. Upham, whose *‘ Interior Life”

Not a single witness near,
God as soon as sought is found.
And the flame of love burns clear.”

helm.

ed but the relatives, the ministers,
17 in and the insufficiency of its own strength.
number, and a few others.
The crowd was | How it pants for the living water that flows
about the house outside,Randall had arrang- | from that rock after trying to satisfy its

when shall we learn that
nor by power but by the

——

other Christians, Qua. <¢rS; Congregationalists, Baptists and Epis. oP3lians, though
such views have beensexcey, ional in these

woes.

and

‘ for we serve the Lord Christ," :

have six little schools for heathen girls, and

superintendent, In a note in his hand writing it is stated that the attendance was like
that of a Yearly Meeting,and on these occasions then there were frequently two thousand or more. Probably few if any funerals
iin New Hampshire
ever have had so large an
attendance. “The modest dwelling conven-

Life’s Uncertainty.

lowers, and that by’ exerted an influence on

The bliss of heaven my soul pervades

pastor

sembly

Santipore, May 8, 1872.

Wes.ey taught that perfect love removed
alievi pr. pensities and desires, and brought
an ever-pres, *t heaven to the soul, a doctrine that has \ €€0 maintained by his fol-

Again:

sin,

things

accomplished, and that the
in answer to prayer?

I am swallowed, I sink into naught. ”

And to see the dawning light
‘Was the keenest pain I felt.”

In spite of all my

in Di-

*¢ Oh, glory in which I am lost,
Too deep for the plummet of thought,
On an ocean of Deity tossed,"

ing the night »£ason.:

write of the blessed

supplies for the occasion were two barrels
of cider, two gallons of brandy and four
gallonsof rum, Before the Temperance
Reformation commenced in 1826, the use of
these liquors at funerals and ordinations was
judged improper by some ministers, and
they were led to give their influence 'somewhat against the practice,
The time for the funeral came.
The as-

they?”

Spirit of the Lord that this work

A joy beyond compare ;

immersion of the soul

the

pel preached to them.”
Will not the friends of our mission unite
their prayers with ours, for the abundant
out-pouring of the Holy Spirit on this peoI copy as follows:
ple, blinded by gross ignorance, supersti- p preserved, and

mation, known in ecclesiastical history as the

‘The point where all my wishes meet,
My law, my love, life’s only sweet.”

'8s. 6d.; one

take

————
——

will send her, I will, if spared, supply her ‘lishes in its Sunday-school column this sug.
a good board of native helpers so that the gestive hint to all who talk to children:
work may advance rapidly. On my late
A little girl of our acquaintance in I).
| visit to Balasore I was cheered even more nois once came near having our sympathy
| than
th last year, but have not much \ time to in rebelling against the wishes of her goog

such were the practices then. Intoxicating
liquors were used on all occasions.
In 1750
at the ordination of Rey. S. Lambard as the

great body of Reformers before the Refor-| in this dark land, ¢ The poor have the gos-

No other can I claim my own;

spoken:

It is painful to read of this account of more of my best girls to help sister Snfith.
spirituous: liquor among the items.
But |-Arountl our school here in Jellasore we

was banished to Blois, where she died at the This disposed of, the people listened and
age of 67. She went down thq declivity of made inquiries and concessions of much inlife,
cheerful and happy, as one whose face terest. Thestory of God's love to man,
- speak of her religious enjoyments amid the
:
Shortly before her | shown in sending his son to die to save a
troubles and persecutions of her declining is turned to the sunset.
release;
she
wrote
her
will,
in which are the lost world, was listened to with apparent
years.
:
concern.
Numbers freely confessed the
following words: * Thouknowest, O God,
She seemed to dwell, as it were, in Emanunsettled, disquieted state of their minds,
that
there
is
nothing
in
heaven
or
on
earth
nel’s Land, and to be susceptible to the inand their entire disbelief in the Hindu
I desire but Theg alone.”
fluences of the celestial world.
She speaks
Madame Guyon left behind her a fragrant gods. _ Said they were considering the subof her mind as fixed upon God alone, and of
memory which long has blossomed in the |J ect. Little groups like this are now met
enjoying uninterrupted communion with
dust., The proud dames that shone in the with constantly, in the villages, and the
him.
splendid court of Louis XIV., ave nearly all people seem glad to see and hear and conShe wrote many poemsat this period,
forgotten, but the sweet singer of celestial | fess. Just pow the heat (mercury ranging
which give usa view of her elevationjof soul,
truth, languishing in the gloomy prisons of from 88 to 100 degrees above zero indoers)
and of her luminous experiences. Of her
France, or living in solitude and banish- is such as to make it somewhat difficult to
perfect resignation to the will of God, she
We can
ment, still cheers the pilgrim on his heaven- get out in time to secure hearers.
says:
uo
ly journey by the example of her triumph- seldom leave the house until nearly 5, p. M.,
“To me remains nor place nor time,
and then a ride of a mile or two out and
ant faith.
il)
My country is in every clime;
Her views, which, during her lifetime, the same back leave not much time for real
I can be calm and free from care
But it is comforting to be able to
were adopted by Fenelon, and by other lu- work.
On any shore, since God is there.
minaries of the Catholic church, and by that report progress, and to be able to say even
“¢ My country, Lord, art thou alone,

gallon of molasses,

ance is needed to

pound tea, 3s.; four pounds of butter, 3s.”

Their strokes will pol-

On

‘To cash paid to John Foss for

funeral of Eld. Randall, one gallon of rum,

while several faces and voices were quite
ish what may be defective in me, so that 1 familiar to us, After singing a few minmay be presented in peace to him for whom utes to start the work, Mrs. Phillips slipped
I die daily. Without his favor I am wretch- away and had a good company of women
ed. O Saviour} I present myself before to herself, at the door of a near neighbor,
thee an offering, a sacrifice. Purify me in while I entertained the men under the
thy blood, that I may be accepted of thee.” tree. One man plead for the Shasters and
** If these were
Her long confinement in the Bastile ru- the Brahmins for a time.

spise and hate me.

dollars.

al of Eld. Randall, .50. Bought of John
W. Googin and others .to be usel:at the

stood our business.
We were scarcely
seated under the
large Tamarind tree,
when our hearers began to assemble, and a
score and a‘half, at least, could be counted,

of

accepted

two

101bs. of fresh pork, delivered at the funer-

people were acquainted with us,and under-

they ean not separate me from that Saviour
whose name is engraven in the very bottom

She was subject to deep religious impressions from childhood.
When ahout ten

Randall,

writer said the work there was far more
of | than one conld perform. A lady of sister
wheat delivered at the funeral of Eld. Ran- Dudiey’s experience, energy and self-reli-

cen-

a stand in Bhandarikul, this afternoon.

As for me, what matters it what men think
of me, or what they make me suffer, since

of Eld.

To cash paid to myself for one bushel

with and save those who love thee; so that | tral point in a village where the people
neither life nor death, neither principalities naturaily gather, and here take our stand,
nor powers, may ever separate them from hearers or no hearers, and we seldom . wait
the loye of God which is in Jesus Christ. long for a congregation. We were at®such

INFLUENCE,

1 81, 1872.
———

A

speak of her imprisonment in this place of | be pronounced an arduous one, yes, hopemartyrdoms and tortures, but that one pas- less, without special divine aid.
Of late, I am thankful to say, we have
sage bears witness to her trinmphant faith :
.| ** 1 being in the Bastile, said to thee, O'my been cheered to find our vis in the
"| God, if thou art pleased to render me a surrounding villages better reGeived and
than formerly.
spectacle to men and angels, thy holy will more fully appreciated

Guyon..

—
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and set; .and can stand aloné
frame of wood is taken away.

So,says Jeremy Taylor, the devil gives met1s

pleasuge till they are set in sin, andhe fin
they are sure id them, and then he takes 00
longer care to please them with sin. Its.
pleasures are ** for & season.”

- THE MORNING STAR. JULY 81, 1872.

in

the

1s, or
that

heir

| that

every
seek
God.

of its

is re-

lines
schol-

inex; anyunve

no

akenndaylificaire to
a SaV~
stan

work
cCook
raised

ques
ering

orts

ly be
to die
noth-—
go of.

her or

And then {hey ¢ame- back into the house
nota grudging soul there
together,

merchant, “I'm top busy to atten

the men and maidens to work,
he ge
and affrward set them to feasting and
dancing and merry-making, as if i had
been a wedding or a christening, inste
of only a poor, wild lad,
ing . bac

among us,” said his

might dare to cast up a thing at him,

again,

home fo try and do right
to his
rag

back,

and

And

his feet.

He wasn't afraid the poor fellow would make

He couldn't

hits
is on

“When

“ “I

the

increase

too

busy

shall I eall again, sir’

cannot

fell.

=

I'm very busy.

day. Excuse
you a good-morning.”

Then, bowing

that

friend.

“Isit? I'm sorry; but I'm
present to do anything.”

with scarcea busy every

not a'shoe to

himself too much at home.

subject now,”
“But, sir, iniquity

to

at

I'm

me, sir; [ wish

thetintruder out of the ‘of

climbing up the rock out of thg waves

farselves, and

never to feel we've

bi firm upon it, how

got our,

are we to turn and

ave our hands free to help the rest who

heart;

specters of ships, notes, houses, and

[afte flitted before his excited mind. = Still
ulse beat slower, his heart
heaved
is
heavily, thick films gathered over his eyes,

with

lights,

mended

with difficulty.

A young

tree

and

wives,

parents

and

children,

washed,

make the world more beautiful than ever it

and sanctified, and justified in the

was before ; they brought home to my heart ame of the Lord
y
a great, blessed truth. May all of us be 0
‘strong in Him,” Weak in self, but ‘‘strong
in Him,”
,

Jesus; and by the Spirit

Child . Christians.
Tr

.

favorable

for

eat intellectual

Here is a child just born. All the faculties
of its higher nature are sleeping ; memory,
imagination, judgment, conscience and the

all

into

the

Popery,

light.

so may be a day of

We

may as well |

pit with our eyes dazzled, as

with our eyes Blindfolded.
gnorance is no
better element for a false religion than
knowledge when it has generated
conceit
physical and intellectual nature, like the of our own power; and intellect, which is
stem and leaves of a plant, will begin to de- ‘a defender when duly honored and employvelop ' first, and then, like the flower, the ed, becomes a betrayer when idolized as
beauty ard fragrance of the moral life will omnipotent.— Melville.
;

affections,

are

as

yet

undeveloped.

The

be revealed.
But the moral life, though latent, is in the child already, and its future

Academies, &c.

growth may be seriously affected by the instinctive activity of the child’s early and irresponsible years. Now I believe that the
Holy Spirit can touch and hallow the secret
and silent fountains of future thought

and

God in the

also

feeling
It is
nature
God in

LASELL

come;

and

it is

the faith of nearly all Christendom that every little child that dies goes to dwell with

God.

his

tranquil

glory,

may

impart

even infants,—go

to dwell

Location

tion of the Holy Ghost, and without gwhich

the blessedness and glory of heaven can not
be known.

The FALL
Nov. 8, 1872,

“

have

had

no

crisis,

will begin

Aug.

20 and

have

no

“

C

LYNDON

be had

Winter Term of 13 weeks,

begins

.

reek,

-

.

-

-

-

.

-

-

=

-

$2.50 to

‘$3.50 in

u
Crosses.

Little
rr

:

relying on

families; in

furnished for

The new,

at re-

clubs at

self-boarding.

commodious
recently

building,

erected

ample in its ar-

for

the

use

of

versally
admired hill scenery of Vermont, The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpesic railroad, is
but
ten minutes walk frem
the Institution. 1t is thus

easily accessible from
arts of the country, and
from the activities and
at.the same time remove
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonyille.
i
.

i
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PIKE SEMINAKY,
THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N.Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.
«Per order,
M. E, SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees,

—

HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
FACULTY:
D. D., President:
Rev. DANIEL M, GRAHA
« "RANSOM DUNN, A. M rof. Bib. Theology.
¢
SPENCER J. FOWLER, A, M,, Prof, Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
~
+» Prof. Ancient LanGEORGE MCMILLAN, A.
guages,
HIRAM
COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.

dives little crosses, thwartings of our own
will, interference with our plans, disappoint-

ments of our little pleasures. Do we kiss
them, and take them up, and follow in His
rear, like Simon the Cyrenian? Or do we

toss them from us scornfully ‘because they

F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and

afflic-

tion to prove our patience and our resignation to His will? Ah, how might we accommodate to the small matters of religion
generally those words of the Lord respectng the children : .¢¢ Take heed that ye' despise not one of these little ones.”
Despise
not little sins; they have ruined many a
soul. Despise not little duties; they have

Belles Lettres.
J. LAURA ROWE: A.M, Prin, Ladies’ Department.
EX. C.
EO! T, Prin, Com, Department.
W.A.DRA
, Instructor in Penmanship.

GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
Paintin

MELVILLE W. CHASE, suc

and Voc
JENNIEde la

|

Instrumental

usic.
NTAIGNE, Teacher of French,

| CALENDAR, 1872.

March 20--Spring Term
8.
June BS DHig Term wogin
September 4-—Fall Term begins.
December {—Winter Term
ing.
For College Catalogue apply to
y
L, P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas,

been to many a saved man an excellent dis-

bends to the pale, an old one snaps aud falls “¢ipline of humility. = Despise not little tempan, tations; righfly met, they have often nervbefore the blast. A single hard lift; an
hour of heatipg work; an evening of ex- ed tho character for some fiery trial. And

The

FALL

TERM

5

4

INSTITUTE.
will commence.

on Mon

ouday,

bg
open

The
Music Department has just been enlarged with
seven or pight Dew ToSms Yew instruments and experienced
teachers.
e
School is one of th
and best in the State.
Wrgent
Terms moderate. Send for Circular.
J.

S. GARDINER,

Principal,

Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For parficular information,

send for a Circular to

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

EVANSVILLE

|.
.

This institution 18 under

SEMINARY.
the control of the Wis-

consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successe
ful operation for three years.
The coming
year

.
are reasonable.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,~continuing
closing

Nov. 22.

WINTER

13 weeks,—
7

TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,

- closing Feb. 28.

or porticulars, address
:
Rev. G. S. BRADLEy, A. M., Principal.
NORTH
The

PARSONSFIELD

SUMMER

TERM

will

SEMINARY

commence

on

May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
M. K. MABRY, Principal.

Tuesday,

Board amd Tuition at the same rates as formerly.

‘Will the friends

send us some

N. Parsonsfield, Apr. 14, 1872.

the

School, is situated on a gentle eminence in the v.1lage of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uni-

Christ comes to us morning by morning
to present to us, for the day then opening,

are so little, and wait for some great

LAPHAM

term ?

hood, a manhood, an old age; all conse- . Lyndon Center, Vt., 1872.
crated by union with Christ, and the in-

)

one em-

CALENDAR:

.

15 Lessons,

rangements,

A

preseribed;

Prof JACOBS will have charge of the Music Depart.

LOCATION :

desire for our children,—an infancy, a child-

Two Courses of study are

bracing and the other omitting the ancient languages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER,
Sec’y,

ment.

TUITIO!

Board from

It is what we should

Greek and Homiletics.

Rev. B.F, Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy. °
BY
Rev. J. A. Howe, A. M., Prof. of Systematic Theology.
| Thomas 8. Rich, Prof. of Hebrew.

fluences.
Expenses

6, 1873. .

duced tuition.

This is the ideal blessedness of hu-

SCHOOL.

romises more enlar
usefulness. The
of
vansville is finely
located, and few placesm the
West surpasses it in point of moral and religious in-

December 3, 1872,

Spring Term of 13 weeks, beg ns March

lower rates, and rooms

of their mor-

THEOLOGICAL

The next Term of this School will comm
AUGUST 22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is
organized as follows:
7
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
>
Rev. J. Fullonton, Db. D. Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
oe
Rev, J. J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament

August 26. al somplee courses of study
Aor both
students are prepared fo:
n which
3
teachin, and for business.
prep
* Sollege, for

1.50
reason-

at

A= Clergymen’s children and students

al life ha8 no scars upon it; the brightness

WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1878:
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng, at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music,
!
For further particulars, address the Principal.

WHITESTOWN
sEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of this institution iy

$10.
1
1
1

their own exertions for an education, received

them an indiscribable atmosphere of quiet-

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
J.D. Smith, Zipeipal Commercial Department,
i
E. C. Smfth, Mrs.
E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell, Miss

North Scituate, R. I., July 12, 1872.

Fall Term of 18 weeks, begins gruguet 27, 1872.

Penmanship,

ey were not his. Such persons have about

81

GREEN

G. H. RICKER.

Calendar :

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music, 18 Lessons,

all they have and are they owe to Christ;
but, they thank him that-through his infinite
mercy they can not remember
the time when

Ghost.—Rev. R. W.

to

ubs,

French fextra),
.
. Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (extra),

of evil to break, no bad passions to subdue ;

Dale,

$

Faculty :
J. 8, BROWN, A, B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Mis8 Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French apd Natural Science,
:
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss MARY E, MOREY, Music.
M188 ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Latin and

They are jeu ed, but there are no habits.

Sec, Trustees.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Common English,
Higher English

their sins are the imperfections of childhood,
rather than the crimes of maturer years.

E.C. LEWIS,

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

August 19, 1872.

Primary Studies,

light, but have been in the light from the
beginning? They are not witout sin, but

dwelling of the Holy

close.

EXPENSES.

‘

Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.

Summer Term
8 April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends
July 2, 1873
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or

Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

rates. Students may enter school at any
time
aying from such time to the close of
term,
the term" at the regular rates.
3
:
A course of Lecturs on
teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Cat ogIS apply to
Wu.
REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Md., July 10, 1872.
8w30

struggle in their spiritual history, no. bitter

of sin.

1y48

able

repentance, no violent effort to submit their
will to God, and who,.s0 far as: they remember, never came out of darkness into

ness and sanctity ; the beauty

healthfulness,

of the

the heart of a mother tells her

face; who

TERM

CALENDAR:

COLLEGE.

Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
8
id
Ladies,
Ponuanshis fifteen lessons,
Rooms for sel t boadring may

that the child who seems to belong to-heaven rather than to eaith, may soon go to its
true home. I believe that a supernatural
sanctity is given to all who
die young,
though it may not always reveal itself in the
perfection of moral loveliness and beauty. . i
~But it is not. merely those who die in
childhood who are thus early made the temples of the Holy Ghost. Are there not some
ersons who are filled with the Holy Ghost
in their infancy,and have been kept in purity and perfect peace through all their after
life ; who can not recall the time when they
did not love God and find joy in the vision
of his

.in

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,

been unstained by contact with the world ;

instinctively

surpassed

Tuition and incidentals, in advance.
Room rent, per term, from
| £2.00
Board, per week, in private families,

return to holiness of those who have gone
astray ; but there was an ineffable purity
and a Divine simplicity ; sometimes it was
as if an angel looked through the eyes which
are now darkened and closed.
1 do not think that these are the mere
fancies of parental love intensified by grief’;
there are livin
ildren on whom we look
with tremblifg anxiety,—children ¢ who
seem to

be

RIDGEVILLE

strife, the fear, the triumph which mark the

to live,” who

cannot

Four terms of

Fall Term
8 August 26, 1872.
Fall Term
ofoses Nov. I, 1872.
Winter Term begins Nov. 18, 1872.
Winter Term closes Jan. 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins Feb. 8, 1873.

BATES

P. O., Center Co., Pa,

home to God, we recall with wonder the
unearthly innocegee of the young soul that
God has taken so early to himself. There
may have been no precocious manifestation
of religious earnestness, nothing of the

d

COLLEGE

President. Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Prec Spiness,
Miss JANE W. HOYTT, A. M., Agricultural
llege

often when a little child has gone

are too

Sept. 19th,

beauty and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks,
including
a
Tuition, Boarding,
i
Was ing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the

with God when

they die, and therefore even infants may receive the life which comes from the inspira-

" How

Next year begins

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.

germs of an immortal life before the inferior life has begun to manifest its power, may
consecrate by his presence the soul that has
not yet begun to sin. Little children,—

courses for both sexes.

Calendar:

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

the

ates.
Six re

INSTITUTION.

M., Principal,
with eight§As.

FALL TERM, 13 weeks, opens Sept. 3, 1872.

MASS,

REV. CHAS. W. CUSHING,

AGRICULTURAL

Put these two articles of faith togeth-

er, and you are obliged to believe that before the soul can recognize and rejoice in
the coming of the Holy Ghost, he may fill it
with

Painting,

Address,
4w3il

HAMPTON

—~ b. MESERVEY,A.

Lizzie Maxfield L.H. Butterfield.

Four years Classical Course, includin
reek.
Prices reduced last year. Music under direction of
Dr. EBEN TOURJEE. Access to all the advantages
of the N. E. Conservatory. Particular attention paid
to common branches. Special facilties for German,
French and

NEW

?

A. M. JONES, Sec. '

SEMINARY.

AUBURNDALE,

before the streams begin to flow.
the faith of all Christendom that our
must be penetrated with the life of
this world, if we are to dwell with
world to

FEMALE

!
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—
;
If a day of goat intellectual darkness,be

——

advantstudents of a higher rank
The public lectures
of these institutions

and culture.

ten weeks each.

Light that Dazzles to Blind.

and

declam

are invalnable.

masters and servants are one day to stand
within the gates of the New Jerusalem, all

etic

EY

bands

of n meek, and quiet, and affectionate mother. But these words seemed to lift the burden from the very, heart; they seemed to

man souls on earth.

flashing

of the circle is carried to his long home,
but the
grave can not retain them, By
and by
the family isto meet again; hus-

that

thrilling with voices,

wherewith God was Safling mwortal man
to. life’s brave struggles and
grand rewards;
and yet he a discord amid Nature's harmonies—a blot on Nature's writings—a spirit
fallen from life's high placég; somethin
meant to be a man, but now only a wrec
—a desolation! So he seemed to himself.—
Christian Intelligencer.
.

last

y

Ancient cient History, Algeb

re

was

One after another falls, until the

languages.
Ancient Geo,
aph,
Ancient
Geography,

s
r
The
aol
a
both tosh:

A

ornament

ed.”

ants,
The special work of this school is to fit
Dullege, and it is pen for orl sexes.
m)
of only one depa
nessin doing their Wolk is sooatos fron

Si

home, where the only

in which they live is not clouded by the
shadows thrown forward from a former life

fice, he resumed
the study of his papers.
The merchant had frequently repulsed
ome again. And the Lord who told us the friends of humanity ii this manner.
ull about it,” concluded Betty, ‘ he knows
Health of the # Aged.
No matter what the object, he was always
What ‘the inside of the father's house is, too buet io listen to their claims. He had
—
Which- is more in my opinion, than any even told his minister that he was too busy
An old man is like, an old wagon; with
one on earth can do yet awhile. So we for anything but to make money.
light loading and careful usage it will last)
May as well give up guessing
But one morning, a disagreeable stranger for years; but one heavy load or sudden
and trust to
What he said. For he came Ws inside.”
stepped very softly to his side, laying a cold, strain will break it and ruin it forever. So
p Mother admitted that the parable of the i
many people reach the age of fifty, or sixty,
hand upon his brow, and saying:
trodigal Son did show quite plainly the
“Go home with me !”
Ad
: or even seventy, measurably free from most.
Joy of God in welcoming back the penitent
The merchant laid down ‘his pen; his pains and infirmities of age, cheery in heart,
Sinner,
‘But how
were we to know we head grew dizzy ; his stomach felt faint and
sound in health, ripe in wisdom and experiWere penitent?” she said, * How was any sick ; he left the counting-room, went home, ence, with sympathies mellowed by age,
oneto know, assuredly, the true penitence and retired to his bed-chamber.
and with reasonable
prospects and opporand’the true joy from the false P”
; _ His unwelcome visitor had followed Him; tunities for enti uskfulness in the
“ And to this all” Betty could ropl
was: and now took his place by the bedside, world for a éonsiderable time.
* Well, Missis, I can’t say” I think folks Whispering) ever and anon:
Let :such persons be thankful, but let
vl
tH
in know, unless they try for themselves.
“You must go with ne.”
them also be careful, An old constitution
po
she added, ‘if we're always to
A cold chill gettled on the merchant's is like an .old bone; broken with ease,

do enough like to make him feel he was at

thy, he looked at me with his blue eyes—he

as brave banners ; the winds, as they wrestle

even with his tangled locks, shouting their
watchwords ; the great blue heaven above

families who all have a Christian hope—
shall never be dissolved. Death comes
among them, but we take the Bible in our
hands and inscribe on their tomb-stones—
¢ Pleasant in life, and in eternity not divid-

could not move, it was the night before he
died—and he breathed into my ear these
few words: *I am strong in Him,” The
words were few, and uttered feebly; they
were the words of a feeble child, in a poor

i

L.G, JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist

The ties which bind families together—

speaking some words of sympa-

Aug. 19, 1872,

FALL TERM begins Monday,
Tuition $28.00 a year,

A Blessed Prospect.

a singular enlightment of the

spirit. I went to visit him. The child had
suffered excruciating pain ; for years he had
not known one day's rest, I gazed with
wonder at the boy. After drawing near to

him, and

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

Work.
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Seoretary.
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patient submission to the will

must all meet our earth-life

again.—Christian at

ing three years’ sickness, had manifested

the most

We

Iacty address thei Secretary,

a

en

man.©

dur-

I

at Piriatory. Mame,

EE

bh] did

for my soul seeks support and abasement

at the same moment.
It seems that I could
particularly on the verses, *“ There is there- see Him, but I dare not open idolatrous
fore now no condemnation ‘to them who eyes to look for a visible form, It seems nowhere read that God has transferred parare in Christ Jesus,” and *‘ the Spirit itself that I could touch Him, but I dare not ental responsibility to the Sunday-school.
beareth witness with our spint that we are stretch forth idolatrous hands to find what To the father and mother, first of «ll, comes
or parts. But my soul the Savieur’s command, ‘Bring him to me.”
the children of God,” Betty told mother is without bod®
Homes are/8od’s first churches. Parents
what she had told me, how, after weeks basks as in an invisible warmth and light.
in- are God's first'and holiest ministers. © And
of gloom and wretchedness, in which the Every sense is exalted and then sooth
sense of her sins weighed om her like a to perfect harmony with every other until all however well a man may perform God's
darkness that could be felt, one day she. become incorporealized., There is a perfect work in the church or Sunday-school, howsaw the burden of her sin#all laid on her subjection and subsidence of the physical con- ever many souls of others he may lead to
Saviour: she saw how he bore them in bis sciousness, My whole being has become a Christ, if’ he does not bring ‘his own chilreceptivity.
Th e intellect feels a golden
dren to him, he has failed in his holiest and
own body on the tree, and bore them away
and buried them in his own grave, and rain of truth-rays falling upon it, and ab- most sacred trust. And however faithful a
sorbs them like a camera. They bring no mother may be in the Dorcas or missionary
saved her, And she felt she was forgiven,
and her whole heart
erflowed with forms that .can be seen as they flow, but society, or om visiting committees, if she
they bring out forms in thought which are does not bring her own children to Jesus,
speechless gratitude and Joy.
. Mother replied that sje had more than revelations. My heart feels a warm tide- her work is not well done. God entrusts
once felt her heart
Melt into
gratitude and stream from without and above rippling the children to their parents to be kept and
joy when she had }looked at the eross, but around it, and it opens a thousand valves trained for him. He will ask for them again,
that afterward the recollection of her sins and drinks in love like a sponge. Impure and bitter that day will be the heart of the
father or mother who shall -stand before
had come back on her, and weighed her feelings or germs of feeling dissolve and
down again. She thought such an assur- are washed away as earth in the running God with empty arms, ‘and be constrained
Every unholy purposg, at one to confess, *‘I have lost my children. I
ance of salvation as Betty spoke of was stream,
limpse of itself, dies of self-abhorrence.
cared well for. the children of others, but
only given to great saints, and only to
very cold, hard, hateful state of thought
mine own | have neglected.”
:
them when their faith and love were all
but perfected. And all she ventured to hope melts out of sight as dirty ice in a spring
Does any solicitous pavent ask, ‘‘How
1 feel a sunshine playing directly shall I bring my child to Christ?” There
for herself was that one day,. perhaps on shower,
her death-bed, hope might at last overbal- ‘into my brain, a glow as of fire melting is nothing like pure, Christ-like example.
preached in pulpits
ance fear, and she might depart in trem- down my heart. There is almost the sen- There are no HA
sation of a hand upon my head, a finger like those which Christian mothers can
bling trust.
:
But Betty said she did not believe the Al- upon my lips, a thrill through my frame; preach in their daily life by holy piety.
mighty meant his children to creep through only it is psychical not physical. But its
But again, the child can be actually
the world with a halter around
their effects are both. Lust is sanctified as by brought to Christ, and held up before him
fire
and
becomes
a
pure
angelic
flame.
continually by earnest, importunate prayer.
necks, because it might keep them humble
to remember that if they didn't take care, Ambition bows in the dust and rises trans- What a beautiful model for mothers is the
one day they might be hanged. No father formed into a holy archangelic ardor. Syrophenician woman pleadgng with Christ
on earth, with a heart in him, would beat Will melts down like wax and then crystal- for her‘child! And how can that parent
‘the worst child
meet the dread judgment-day who never
who wanted to become lizes to divine purpose like diamond.
And amid all this there is an unutterable takes his child to God in prayer?
better, like that.
‘ Leastways,” said she,
and blissful yearning of heart toward a Be‘that wasn’t your way, Missis,”
But it is to Christ that children must be
brought. The disciples could not cast out
** Better, perhaps, if it had,” said mother,’ ing, a Personality, a Heart, which is longed
after with unearthly long- the evil spirit. “Bring him to me,” said
thinking mourntully of Jack. ** Earthly for and Ey
love is selfish at best. But God ‘will never ings. It is received; itisembraced. A Be- the Master ; and he saysit now. Some parindulge his children, because he loves them ing is met by my being. A -Personality is ent who reads this may have a child that
If my eyes has resisted every holy influence, every aptoo much.
Because he loves fis, he can embraced by my personality.
bear to see us suffer anything that will do could see it, and my hands touch it, it eould peal, every pleading of love, every tender
not be more real, A deep, inborn verity persuasion. . There seems nothing more
us good; and if it would keep us humbler
and safer to wait for pardon till we are comesto my soul and satisfies it utterly,
that can be done. ‘‘Bring him to me,” says
safe from sinning, God could bear to hide No sense-demonstration is asked, none in the Master.—8. 8. Times.
reason.
All
demonstration
combines
in
his love from us, though it might grieve
this clear, warm, bright, holy, irresistible,
him at his heart.”
:
“He Came to Himself.”
_ “Yes, sure, he could,” said Betty, * if infinite noon! Itis Godin the soul! Itis
tt
it would-do-any poor soul good to be treat- no longer it, but He. The intuition of
He is the light; He
ed so; but it’s my belief it wouldn't, and Deity is overpowering.
A marvelous sentence it is. In the Greek,
that the Lord knows better than to do such is the glow ; He is love ; He is the universe of the thought is stronger. He returned and
a thing. And as to Master Jack,” she add- all fullness ; He is the pleroma of the soul. entered into his own self-hood, he passed
In this approach the soul holds forth its from all surroundings, and lifting the veil,
ed, * please God, Missis, you and Master
titions like a cup submergedin the water.
mayn’t never take to such a way with him.
face to face with his own spirit—his
t scarce dare supplicate, the flood is so stood
For I won't deny, that if you and Master
own wasted, forlorn, degenerated, Jet still
near.
It
scarce
need
to;
the
cup
is
already
were to sit in the hall like justices, when
grandly gifted and immortal self.
he comes back, for him to come cringing and flooded. There is no’ strength to wrestle,
‘He came to himself.” Hitherto he had
there
is
no
daring
to
struggle.
God
is
too
bowing and making fine speeches before
been a man ‘‘beside himself,” ‘out of his
near,
the
soul
apprehends
him
too
truly.
It
you; and then Master were to say, quite
mind,” acting without reason,—bewitched
nigh and stiffish, ¢ Well, sir, we shall see; can only utter,with the agonized Son, ‘Thy
by the spells of some strong sorcery, moving
will
be
done,”
But
its
agony
is
not
like
His.
time will show,” and were to send him out
in
the somnambulism of some wild and
into the kitchen to take his meat along That was sharp, pangful, bloody, bitter, wretched dream. But that dream is now break
because it was vicarious.
It was for sinwith Roger and me,—I can’t deny, if
ing. Tt is as if a spirit had returned from the
were Master Jack, I'd run away again, for ners, as ours never can be, Our mightiest sphere of the disembodied, to look upon
power
with
Ged
is
the
eloquent
dumbness
good; and as to me, Missis, I wouldn't
the realities of the mortal life. He looked
stand it.” And Betty all but cried at her of a submissive expectancy beyond words,
upon himself.
;
own tragic nature, when the matter struck It is even beyond forms of thought. It is
He saw higposit as he “had been: a fair
a
formless
and
voicelesd
cry
of
want
from
her in a new light, and she resumed :
young child Mm his mother’s arms; a beloved
‘“ But what an old fool I am to think of the depths of love. Such soul-breathing is boy, his heart bounding, his eyes flashing,
God-compelling.
It
is
unconsciously
the
you and Muster setting up play-acting like
in the exuberant life of his father’s home; a
* that! Why, Roger himself, poor innocent, highest moral convulsion in the finite uni- young man rich in money, in friends, in
would see through it, and wait, smiling verse. Its answers are the necessities of social influence and position, in appliances
moral being ; the proprieties and purposes
in himself, to see
what was to come next.
of mental and moral culture. in sparkling
And the dog wouldn't be taken in a minute ; of the universe require them,
Nt gems of thought, in golden, glorious possiMay
the
soul
remain
and
habitually
live
he'd whine and fawn on Master Jack, and
noble
i lities, entering upon life amid thg
lump from him to you; as much as to say, in this frame? Yes. It was created to arena of a
great
commercial
city.
:
dwell in God, and He in it! He is all pres‘Why, don't Sou see, it's young Master
He saw himself as he might have been
ent,
wherever
the
soul
can
be.
His
fullBut Master Jack would see throngh it
and as he hoped to be, in the full career of
first of all. Before you or Master could say ness will fill it, momently, eternally. As successful manhood, eyes flashing with .inthe
lungs
breathe
‘in
the
air,
so
‘the
one of your fine improving speeches, he'd be
tellect, and eloquent with genius; walking
at your feet, Missis; he'd be on your heart, soul may breathe in God. This habitual, bravely; grandly among the multitude, a
and
yowd be crying your eyey out over divine inhalation is the spiritual life. With- leader, a benefactor ; a successful, honored,
out it the spiritual life dies, as the body
~him for joy.”
triumphant career; a full-grown, ‘majestic
Mother made. one more faint attempt at without oxygen. Opening to receive it, man.
.
the
soul
whispers,
“My
Lord
and
my
resistance,
“But God is better than we
He
saw himself as he was, a wretchare,” she said; ““ and. what he sees good God!” and is full perpetually.— Christian
ed outcast—his brow matted with shaggy
at Work,
for us he will do, whatever it costs him."
hair, his dark eves sunken and heavy, his
** The Almighty is better than us,” replied
face bloated, his eloquent lips swollen, his
Betty, emphatically. ¢ The father in the
“I'm too Busy.”
lofty form bent and crouching and covered
Bible didn’t sit waiting in the house, say- |
i
el
@
with tattered rags, shrunken, wasted, famang, ‘ We shall see; time will show.’ He
A merchant sat at his office desk. Va- ished, wallowing in the mire wherein unwas waiting at the door, straining
his eyes rious letters were spread before him.
His clean beasts wallowed, munching the unfor the first sight of the poor foolish lad, whole being was absorbed in the intricacies seemly husk whereon the swine fattened.
lest he should be too ashamed to come near of his business.
A beloved son! a spurned menial! a gloriafterall. And the minute he saw him he
A zealous friend of religion entered the
ous man, forlorn, rained, lost !
ran to meet him, and fell on his neck, more office.
He looked into himself, bending under his
like a mother than a father, and stopped
“I want to interest you a little in a new degrading task, lying down in dreamy
with kisses all the fine speeches he Pad effort for the cause of Christ,” said the good rest in sty and £2
And all this in the
been making in them foreign parts, so that man,
midst of God's fair, bright world ; the sumthe poor boy never got through with them.
“Sir, you must excuse me,” replied the. mer hills all around him waving their palms

who,

8.

" For Furth:
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He

, and

But I meet God

with the same feeling when the sunshine
floods my prayer-closet.. He ‘is invisible,
but there is a brightness more luminous
than the sun-flood around me when 1 close
my eyes. Ibow down and hide my face,

of this boy, eleven years of age,

sions and actions of our spiritual history on
earth, Eternity will reveal them to every

rooms and board in private families at reasonable

NORTHWOOD

students

for

this

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

SEMINARY.

The SPRING TERM of this Institution will commence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued charge of ALBERT SAVAGE, A. B.
:
All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any branch of an Academic Education.
Charges moderate. . For farther information “or Cir-

culars address the Principal,

The Trustees take this
opportunity
of publicly
acknowledging
the recent Gift of a ey
and Chemical pare
8,—amounting in all to about $500,—
from
the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D. Pres,
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., Feb. 19, 1872.
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ACADEMY.

The SPRING TERM of 11° weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A, N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.

Miss. H. L. STRVENS, Preceptress and Teacher

of Instrumental Musie,

Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws

ing.

{5

TUITION: |
Primary Course,

.

-

Common English,
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Higher English,
+
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«
Languages,. =
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.°
Penmanship a lessons)
=~
Instrumental
usic (20 lessons)
fhe
“
(10 )essons) ~
Use of Instrument, A
An excellent opportunity will be
given those de~
siring a
gomplete course of music, either upon the
“Pianofolfe or Organ, by a teacher of large eX} ctience
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach Thorough
Bass; Seoular or Sacred Music.
k
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
:
desired.
if
;
Work
Special attention given to those preparing: for
College.
'
“au
BOARD:
a
Goodboard may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
:
wishing to board themselves.

:

JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec, :
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human

“I was reque
by a brother minister,
who was unwell, to go and visit a d
child. He told me some remarkable things

$1.60

{

tude

And does not this command come fresh
from the Master's lips to every parent today ? Should not every parent bring his
child to Christ? The importance of bringing the children to Christ every one will 3
mit. The glorious interest of the church
in the Sunday-school proves that God's people are alive to the importance of early
Christian education. The holiest influences
of the church are now brought to bear upon the young heart and life. But I have

er drawing on the canvas of the soul a lifelikeness, reflecting correctly all the pas-

M'Leod,

in clubs, varies from

to
Ladies’ } clubsas well as gentlemen’s

31.40
2.00 por
per week,
we ¥

N

than
race

said to the father, ‘Bring him to me.”

‘“ The other day,” says Norman

put it out

Thus, there is an invisible paint-

p]

)eakring
SAT)

whom I talk,

invisible

a

of sight.

7

Tr

They had been ‘reading together the
eighth chapter of Romans, and had dwelt

of the

of the Master,

certain rhan brought his son to the disciples,
beseeching them to cast out the evil spirit
that tormented him, The disciples tried to
do it, but could not. Jesus coming to them,

sum to purchase it, that he might

ps

© crroand
8882323383

for Condemnation.

presence

Strong in God.

8888

—Songs of Devotion.

to

Once, in the absence

t meets me

Theré is a strange, sweet force drawing me
toward a Presence which I feel before me,
but can not see. In a darkened room I can

by

to Me.”

tl

as a Being, It receives my interrogation
with the answer, “1 AM, AND I AM HERE,”

feel the
friend wi

olize

“Bring him

Infinity, and Infinity becomes gorsonal and

Then shall my latestfbreath

f re-

:

is for my soul
God. 1 approach

individual at my approach.

we are

£2238383888..

ne

What a wonderful thing
to hold communion with

lips, and

about to say we are too busy to do good,
let us remember we can not be too busy to
die.— Christian al Work.

The Soul with God,

Let sorrow do its work,
Send grief and pain,
Sweet are thy messengers,
Sweet their refrain,
Whensthey can sing with me—
More love, O Christ, to thee, §
More love to thee.

y his

the excuse rises to our

glad."—Diary of Kitty Trevelyan.

More love to thee!

at it
(vol.

in vain ; but when death came, the excuse
was powerless ; he was compelled to have
leisure to die.
Let us beware how we make ourselves
too busy to secure life's great end, When

it was a sin not to believe in the love
God has for us, and if we believe in that,
it is as much a necessity as a duty tobe

Now thee alone I seek,
(ive what is best.
This all my 2a er shall be—
More love,
rist, to thee,

Gladness

begged his influence, means, and attention,

Bible,

and I thought a long time, and then I pray‘| ed agnin. And at last
I began to see that

Once earthly joy T craved,
Sought peace and rest;

This

porchprayed
’

Pgh

More love to thee, O Christ,

More love to thee!
Hear thou the prayer I make

mother re-

plied. **1 went up into the little
closet, Kitty, and knelt down, and
God to teach me.”
*¢ And then, dear mother,” I asked.
“Why, then, Kitty, I read the

8 238

pr

On bended knee;
This is my earnest plea:
More love, O Christ. to thee,
More love to thee!

é

despise not little crosses; for when taken
MAINE
CENTRAL ENSTITUTE,
axcess of food; the unusual indulgence of up, and lovingly accepted at the Lord's
PITTSFIELD, ME,
© |
hand,
fey
an appetite or passion ; a sudden fit of anhave made man mete for a great
Furnishes College, Preparatory,
Normal, Academi» éven the crown of righteousness and Sa)
er; an‘improper dose of medicine ; any. of
aI Ladies’
cal and
Full course
co
of 4 study. Terms, 10
these or other similar things, may cut off a life, which the Lord hath Hihoquanass and
term commences Aug.22 , 1672,
valuable life in an hour, and leave the fair that love Him,
”
: Fall
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872,
hopes of usefulness and- enjoyment but a
shapeless wreck,
' nl
GEORGE B. FILES, A. M., Principal.
:
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal DepartLet the aged have a care of their. health ;
Nothing Hid from God.
ment.
let them walk softly before the Lord, and
MRS. AROLINE M, FILES, Teacher of French and
Tor
Mathematics.
live carefully as in his fear. They have no
‘“‘ There is nothing covered that shall not be Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
right to squander the rich experience of a revealed, —MATT, 10: 26,
Miss CLARA A, FORBES, Associate in Normal De© partment.
life-time, and waste their oppertunities for
A rich landlord once cruelly oppressed a Missing,ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint.
well-doing in some disastrous act of careand Wood Carving..
4
or widow. Her son, a little boy of eight Mgs. J. F.Wax-work
lessness and excess. Therefore ‘let your
STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, (from fhe Commercial Co
ears, ‘saw it. He afterward
became a Prof,
moderation be known to all men;” "and
y
ugusta,) Teacher of
Penmanship and Boukainter, and
painted a life-likeness of the “= Keep-ing,
‘ whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye
dark scene.
Years afterwards, he placed
do, do all to the glory of God.”
No deduction for less thare half term, ¢
on
it where the man saw it. He turned
pale, account of gickness. Half terms a commence
at th
ning
and
middle
of
the'term,
trembled in every joint, and offered a large
a
he price of board,

>
aI

——

:

“1 said nothing to Betty,”

.

posure to rain or damp ;' a severe chill; an

bk
OW
0

Y

the

.

%

Then

’

I asked,

More Love to Thee, O Christ.

refuséd to speak.

merchant knew that the name of his visitor
was Death !
!
>
All other claimants on his attention,except
the friends of Mammon, had always found
a quick dismissal in the Magic phrase; “I'm
too busy.”
VE
Humanity, mercy, and religion had alike

.

Selections.

his ‘tongue

£3

=
are still clinging to the wreck’ or fighting
through the breakers”
* And what did you say next, mother P’

p————

sl

THE
=

—

—

—

-—

e——

lives. It seeks to mellow unyielding natures, and set the good seed of the kingdom,
long since

scattered and

showing

no signs

31,

JULY

GEORGE

v

-

T.

DAY,

surely into fruit. It. falls freely upon child| hood, manhood and age. It visits strength

1872,

—————

business,

should

of money, &c.,

be

ing for death,

ad

'

x

dressed to the Publisher,

81, 1872.

And when

foucauld is not the patron philosopher of all
the railroad companies.
‘But to return to these excursfons. They
also give rival editors a chance to learn that

of pillage and devastation tlie North

their brethren are not the bitter
fellows

now the politicians are beginning te throw

social life that
Republicans

in its labor, and it comes to weakness lying
prostrate on the couch of disease and wait-

Editor.

publication
: AF All communications aesigned fof
letters on
should be addressed to the Editor, and all
remittances

JULY

resp

of life, springing into promise
and hastening
" WEDNESDAY,

STAR,

—

Rorning Star.
EE

MORNING

they
and

seem

ed at their hands.

sop to the Jews, © They were

the blade of the new life You the soil of the

delays and smallness of promise, until the
ear rounds up into distinct prophecy, and
——
full corn tells us that the hour is at
the
Wishing to encourhgé the friends who fiand when the great Husbandman will
take an interest in the circulation of the thrust in his sickle and fill his garner with
sheaves amid the songs which welcome the
Star, we make the following offer:
two
of
harvest
home.
names
the
g
To any person sendin
again from fhe window, and
look
We
«
in
nt
new subscribers with a year's payme
the gaze. The clouds are
rivets
picture
the
pay
to
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional
their rifts may be seen
Through
breaking,
postage, &o., we will send a copy of the stretches of bright blue sky. Every now
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26 and then the. sun looks forth and smiles.
inches, eatitled “MERCY'S DREAM,” the sub- The rain falls no longer; On every grassject of which is taken from Bunyan's Pil- blade the liquid diamonds sparkle, and half
: the pendant drops mirror the magnificence
grim’s Progress; or,
of heaven. The corn swings its long green
. If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
leaves in the breeze like so many triumph-

Fresh Premiums.

‘Ramsey's Poems, a volume containing the

choicest products of her pen, and which our
rbaders must know, make up a collection of
.
real beauty and worth.
preabove
thé
of
either
We will also send
the
to
iber
t
subscr
miums to any presen
own
his
Star, who will make payment for
copy one year in advance, and also forward

the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,
and 10 cts. additional for postgge, &c.

N. B. No percentage is allowed on money
The number of
sent for these premiums.
is limited,
ving
Engra
Steel
the
copies of

and we can fill orders for it only till the
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be
necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.

debated topics and this peacefully talking
over matters that invariably run into polemics if they are written about, afford strong
reasons for continuing and popularizing
these editorial excursions.
comes to tired energies during these trips.
Those who would waste the Sunfmer and
themselves in dusty offices but for these re-

fare.

But

—

which they point, and how the sea discours-

~~-REMEMBERING THE POOR.

PUPP

it became a lullaby

which

Editorial

at

——CARL

ScuHurz's

Pmweric.

The

speech of Senator Schurz in St. Louis Monday evening of last week was second only
to Charles Sumner’s in the Senate, in the
bitterness and extravagance of its utterances, It was a review.of the Administration that could only be drawn from the

as well as upon the fruitful field that trans-

New. York

Review OF THE CONTROVERSY.
Secretary Fish has prepared a full review

Excursions.

laden with gains.

Now, we personally owe

of and gives considerable of the history of

far

the Sons of Liberty, and this order is stated

the railroads of the country no favors,

forms it into fragrant blossom and golden ther than that they are public blessings. ‘to have been abandoned because a demograin and luscious fruit. 1t quenches the But these charges of selfishness and hard cratic candidate on the Indiana State ticket
thirgt of the dweller in the crowded city, management can be disproved at numerous threatened to expose the whole thing if it
and’it revives the ‘solitary sailor pining oh

points. Thinkof the multitude of clergymen who are constantly traveling about the
use it wisely, or take no note of its value, country. The most of the railroads carry
or blaspheme. the goodness whieh drops these for half fare. - They can hardly expect
it from above, On the just and the un- { any pecuniary returns for this service, and
_ just it continues to descend, a typeof the yet it amounts to thousands of dollars anthe wreck, . It, comes to

those

who

failto

in Otoe Co., and

received from crowded and most respectable
congregations. One of the happiest Sab-

bly soon erect a creditable

baths I ever spent was this
' memorible one
in our spacious church at Lewiston. How
greatly God has honored my dear Brother
Bowen ministering here, and how especially

important is this sphere of ministerial and
pastoral labor,—The Oratio Salutatoria was
a first-class production, in style so perspic-

ability, and uot one of them but rose above
mediocrity. The same eulogies are partly
due to the exercises of the theological department.
There was not one weak or

ctude oration delivered,
would

become a Republic within the next two
centuries. The talented gentlemen on both
sides did both themselves and their theme
great honor, and very little more could have
been said, or said better, on

either

side

world.
en me

The hearty, genuine reception givby the friends here, cheered me

love bless vou a thousand fold.

ers still able and
Lord’s vineyard.
gone to their rest

willing to work in the
Many dear ones have
and reward since 1 was

last here,—holy Bro.Hutehins,
our excellent
and indefatigable Bro. Burr, and dear, gen-

ial and loving Noyes, with strong-minded
Perkins, and many others, who' fought the
good

fight, and

finished

their

course, and

await in the land of the blessed the reunion
of the friends they left

behind, still

in

the

thick conflict of the Saviour’s holy war.
May

we

cellences

remember

and

their

Christ-like

self-denying

ex-

devotedness,

and ardently follow them even -as they followed Christ.—I find I can not finish my
wandering, cursory

other paper.

thoughts

without

an-

Yours ever,
J. BURNS.

handsome

ern cities:and those of the frontier is established, The names of parties entrusted

evening was so intensely hot as to, prevent
a very large attendance, 1 was gratified

with the project of burning, Cincinnati. are

with Bro.

privileged to preach the Hows

church

at

Great

Malvern's

Falls, but

people,

the

ere I was

I'hope

Freewill Baptists in Nebraska.
MINISTERS.
Nebraska somehow has peculiar
tions for Freewill Baptist ministers.

attracOf the

attention to something else. Bro. Lansing
is farming, but has been appointed State
Missionary, and is longing to get into the
harness again. He will give the coming

winter to missionary
ceive

but

a

work, “if he can ye-

comparative

pittance,

just

enough to meet his barest necessities.

Fa~

ther 8. G! Davis is going ** Out west,”to the

Lincoln, the capifal
of the state.

Bro. L.

J. Thompson, formerly a Tutor ja Hillsdale
College, also resides in this state, at Alma
city.

‘trust,

Johnson's.

leges, and my anticipations were manyfold

tion for a future home.

growths

of real

during the past year, while they ‘were visit-

Island

are

set

forth.

In

one

‘goodness by-his cendescension and faithful ing various sections of the State in pursuit part of the report Thompson writes that he
ness. Thank God fof the obvious work of scientific knowledge.
‘The reductions had been considering the propriety of start: -and the spiritual suggestiveness of rain !
that ‘are male to business men who are fre- ing south until he saw by Benjamin's *‘ per-

surpassed by my visit to Bates

Lewiston.

College at

The College ' edifices

are re-

fies the years.

was not desired that he should.,

Those

in

resident ministers,

‘there

are quite a number of others, who have

0. E. Baker, G. W.

J. L. Collier, &.

Among these

Baker,

A. H.

Ransom Dunn

are

Chase,

also

has

fessors, with their earnest-minded President,

a state. And yet, two live men, whose
whole souls were in the work of preachin

fnito gardens of graces. It is sent again and ‘human heart beating somewhere in these They show how lawless was the spirit that acter of American colleges. I had never
to the same stony hearts and barren “ money-getting corporations” P . \Roche- . animated the Confederacy, and how. much doubted their thoroughness angl sterling
again
[4

these

a farm here.

It iHuminates the centuries:| and the various opportunities for cheap ex- charge of the preparation of the document would do no discredit to any similar institu1t lights up continents and islands with its cursions to various parts of the ‘country,— are said to be very reticent about it, but the tion in this or any other land. It is comlife-giving beauty, It turns moral deserts what does all this indicate but that there is a above are believed to be the main points, mon in Europe to speak of the surface char-

w

Besides

markably handsome, and the sitnation all

Like this is the grace which he”§ sends quent passengers, the favors shown poor sonal ” in a New York newspaper~that it that can be desired, while the staff of Pro-

to the soul. That keepson coming. Tt glori- travelers which many of vs have witnessed,

preaches and ministers successfully to these

two interests, and the eause is prospering
in his hands. These churches are on the
Midland Pacific railroad, and in promising
villages, not far from the state capital,
PROSPECTS.
There are Freewill Baptists scattered al.
most all over tiie state, and there are prob.
ably a number of points where,

>

hb

with

suffi-

cient effort, profeiug churches might be

But.there is no concert of ac-

tion, and, in most cases, no knowledge of
each other's whereabouts.
I suggest that
each member of the denomination in the

state at once write to Rev. L. C. Chase,
Bennett, Lancaster Co., Neb., stating their

location, and the prospect for organizing a
Freewill Baptist church in their vicinity,
and whether they are desirous to have and
to sustain Freewill Baptist interests, Such
correspondence will be productive of much
good, and can+hardly result in any evil.

At Lincoln, the capital, there are quite a
number of resident - Freewill
Baptists,

enough

to

constituté a very respectable

church. Could the Home Mission Board be
induced to take hold of an enterprise there,
in the spirit that intelligently hopes for
large results because it puts forth large efforts, with a discreet forecast and a determined enterprise, it is morally

certain

that

a strong and commanding interest can be

lied to other influences and

not

our command.

|

subject

to

A.D. W.

Green Mountain Seminary.

The Seminary Building is nearly new,
elegant; one of the finest structures
state.
It is 90 feet in length, 47 in

and

in the
width,

and three stories high.
The recitation
rooms are ngat, large and convenient. The
Chapel is a splendid room, 69 by 44 feet.
Commodious rooms are provided for a Library, Cabinet and Laboratory.
Eleven
rooms in the building are designed for students. The whole building is warmed by
two large Lawson furnaces set in the

base-

ment. Good board can be obtained in families at short distances from the Seminary.
The school is located in a ®illage of 500 iuhabitants, pleasantly nestled among the

green hills ofbur state, and surrounded by
natural scenery unsurpassed in its beauty

den, Washington and Samville Counties,
appear in full view from the Seminary.

The school is intended to rank

among the

cial attention is given to all desiring a thor-

Williams: Of these, Bro." Chase is giving
his whole time and energies to the ministerial work, and Bro. Curtis is devoting
himself partially to’ preaching.
The rest
preach occasionally,—giving their principal

purchased farms or other property in the
state, and seem to be looking in this direc-

;

take

man C. Chase, C. O. Parmenter, and A. D.

I had long desired fo be present at the
commencement exercises of one of our col-

will be crowned

may

‘Bro. Chase

whom I have knowledge,viz., K. R. Davis,
A. Curtis,S. G. Davis, Peter Lansing, Ly-

imported article, there are at least seven, of

success on the Ohio are reported. The details for plans for releasing prisoners on

.

the vicinity

away some of its members,

first in New England, of simelar grade. It
is provided with an able board of Intstruction. The Institution affords to Ladies and
Gentlemen a full course of study, and spe-

with great success.

the

Benvett church-in

Mouutains, from Addison, through Chiiten-

given and the amount of money to secure
this end is stated. The successful burning
of steamboatsat St. Louis and the partial

our dear brother's work

The church at Palmyra is also

and grandeur. Mount Mansfield, Camel's
Hump, and all the spurs of the Green

-

lican river in the south-western part of the
state, as yet mostly intrabited by buffaloes,
&c. Bro. Parmenteris busy as a beaver,
making buggies for the prosperous men of

was not given up. The certainty of a conspiracy to burn New York and other north-

of wor-

ful and able in old age; to see dear Silas |
Curtis, really an ever-green, a true olive in
This Institution df learning, located at
the courts of the Lord's house; to find
Waterbury Center, Vt., has been in operarethren Butler, Cheney, Quimby and othtion three years, and is a F. Baptist school.

new Red Willow settlement on the Repub-

at-home

house

and K. R. Davis

prospering, though the organization of the

I have been

greatly refreshed by seeing my old friends
once more in the flesh, My spirit was exultant to ohserve Bro. Woodman, so fruit-

and

me «quite

organized,

speedily raised up there.
‘Sufficient numbers for a church are al
ready there. A desirable lot for a church
edifice can now be had free of cost, and
considerable money can be raised there
toward the erection of a building.
One
firm will give $500. But it would be folly
| to erect some inferior, barn-like structure,
the high interests of ‘education and the still | in some out-of-the-way locality of the city,
higher ends of divine truth in “the world, I or to send a minister there who thinks ita
hope God will put inte the hearts of your gin to cultivate taste or to omit the old-time
wealthier friends the iwportance of supply- ** holy tone.”
ing the silver and gold to complete the other
Bit, unless the Home Mission Board
College buildings, and so fully to endow all does speedily take hold of this work, itis
the departments that the toiling and self- { more than probable that this rare opening
sacrificing President may be free from all for the planting of Freewill Baptist * interfurther pecuniary solicitude. ~The day 1 ests in thie beautiful and rapidly growing
spent under his hospitable roof will never capital of this rapidly growing state will
be forgotten, aud my sincere prayer is that |' soon pass from within our reach.
The
light and joy may cheer them always, and | members will join other denominations and
that they may ever abide under the peaceful will not return, a lot in a respectable localshadow of the Almighty.
> ity will soon cost thousands of dollars—a
I left Lewiston with regret, and to one businsss lot, without buildings, was recentand all who showed me such abundant ly sold for $10,000—and the social influence
kindness I say, may our God of unfailing that we can now command will also be al-

happy.
$e
:
At N, Berwick I lectured on Temperance,
and also next evening in. our large and

much, and made

Brethren Curtis

live there.

of

infinite bounty, the tireless patience and nually. Many of gem ‘carry students at
“the persistent appeals of a Father who the same rate, antl one road'in ‘Maine, the
“would rebuke our heedlessness, conquer Maine Central, has been showing marked
our ‘wayward souls, constrain our love and favors to the students in Bowdoin College
and nurture

ship.

gathered.

discussion as to whether England

one, ‘recently

one

at Bennett in Lancaster Co. The one at
Salem is growing strong, and will proba-

they

the question.—The Prize decjpmations were
most vivid but reckless imagination. Pres- really of a telling character, exhibiting
ident Grant is hardly allowed common hon- superior intellectual.acumen with great oraesty and intelligence,and almost every uct is torical force. In one word, in all the -exdenounced as autocratic. His four years’ of ercises there was thorough and self-evident
office are declared to be full of failures, mental power, and real educational distinctIam sure the young men
blupders and crimes, the Republican organ- | ness and skill,
ization is said to be debauched and the mas- mean to be able scholars, and useful and
ses of the party deluded ; while an impres- telling in the various spheres they shall
sive picture of the evils of personal govern- eventually occupy. Self-respect,
with propment was kept continually before the audi- er modesty of demeanor, a consciousness
ence. It makes no differencethat Mr. Schurz of their responsible positions, with an evihis as- dept purpose to excel, distinguished one
did not attempt to substantiate
understand
people
and all. And I am sure they will make a
the
says
He
sertions.
the case, and that is enough. We are in- deep andabiding impression on the age in
How more than satisfied
clined to believe that the people do under- which they york.
may the devoted Professors feel after examstand the case, and that a more reasonable
and less extravagant course must be pursu- inations so searching, and fruits se rich and
ed ifthey are to be turned from the support. abundant, as the result of the year's solicitudé and toil. The denomination need not
of President Grant,
be nervously anxious about Bates College;
it can not fail to serve and greatly promote

Denominational News and Notes.

sand that absorbs it and returns no verdure,

which

I had especial pleasure in listening to the

has at last done something worthy of its of the controversy with England oyer the
time of life. The citizens have raised several indirect claims. » He holds that there is no
brought
thousand
dollars to be expended in giving ground for the assumption of the British
and
senses,
the
gradually locked up
Editorial
excursions
are
now
no
mere
excursions
to its poor children.
Philadel- government that*historically there is no evirefreshing.
dreamless,
sound,
asleep,
They have got them- phia is following the example, and doubt- dence of the United States ever having conIn the deepest darkness and the general vagabond affairs.
silence the needed work went on. Hour selves fixed as regnlay institutions. Almost less other cities will be copying it during templated the presentation of these claims.
Verily, humani- The action of the Geneva tribunal itself is
after hour passed, and still the clouds kept every state has its * Editors, Publishers & this or coming summers.
up their ministry.
There was no haste, no Printers’ Association,” and nearly every one ty isn’t dead in those cities. How much evidenofce
thie fact that these claims were
The this is in accordance with the Saviour’s and have been constantly a question for arboisterousness, no fury, no wild fierceness, of these has its annual excursion.
those eyes must have bitration between the two governments.
no startling parade. And after -day had Knights of the quill lay aside their potent teaching. , How
dawned, the beneficent work was not stay- weapon,—drop the adjective to suit cases,— sparkled that had grown dull looking on In regard to the decision, he says that this
and, joined bytheir indispensable allies, the filthy alleys, when they saw the green government accepts that decision as at once
ed.
It is going on yet. There is no commo- publishers and printers, go off to get a long fields and bright flowers and sparkling wa- the settlement of the question of liability
ters, of the country. They will thus get a that will hereafter attach to acts of vessels
tion. The winds ave still. The trees stand preath and one or two deliberate thoughts.
better opinion of their fellow men, and illegally fitted out to operate against the
their
Let
us
look
at
these
excursions
and
see
bow
flowers
The
almost motionless.
learn that there is something in the world commerce’of a country with which we may
heads as if reverent and humble under, the what they suggest.
First, there are the generous courtesies outside@f the filth and .the. evil to which
be at peace, and as an admission of the
descent of a great blessing. The cornleaves droop and drip, but only because the extended by the hotels and lines of publie they are daily accustomed. We hope that point so long and consistently insisted upon
watery benediction is too large for them to conveyance. To be sure, there is an eye to this movement in New York is only the be- in this discussion, that the indirect claims
hold themselves up steadily and carry the business in all this. But it isn’t all busi- ginning, and that a great number of poor formed a question which must bave a defiabundant gifts which fall upon them. The ness. Take the railroads in New Hamp- children are yet to experiee the generos- nite and final solution. The rule adopted
po
by the governments of reciprocal non-liabildust disappears from the roads. The fields, shire, for instance. They have just given ity of kind-hearted citizens.
ity in ncgprdance with the decision of the
that were beginning to look crisp and free passes over all their lines for a week's
Ri
Na
brown, are clothing themselves in the fresh excursion to the editorial fraternity of the ——THE
HASSLER’ EXPEDITION.
° Now tribunal, settles, therefore, not only the
garments that - made them look so. beautiful State.
In several cases they have furnished that Professor Agassiz and his party are question of indirect losses as the basis for
in May. The little streams hasten with special trains, and ran, them at their own about-to come home from their marine wan- pecuniary remuneration, but also confirms
quicker motion and cheerier voices across expense.
A good many of the editors will derings, the expedition is found to have the position taken by this government
the meadows on their way to the sea. The doubtless go home and write’complimentary turned out somewhat differently from what throughout in the presentation of these
beasts seem to look up with a half recogni- paragraphs about this generous conduct. was expected.
It seems that the boat in claims as a part of the question of damages
tion of the goodness which comes so boun- But, considered as 4 mere business transac- which they sailed was a shaky craft, need- to be decided upon by the tribunal.
‘tiful from above. Little children clap their tion, dges anybody suppose that these par- ing frequent repairs, which consumed from
In the meantime, the Geneva tribunal is
hands and shout as if in ecstacy. Men and agraphs reimburse thefrailroads? If it was six to ten weeks of valuable time. - But the steadily attending to the duties assigned it.
women, who have learned to see God in his only one line that granted the favor, the expedition was thus enabled to make short Its transactions are strictly privage, but it is
works and providence, look out with grate- case would be different. Puffs would tell inland
and coast excursions, examining known that the artribrators are now fixing
ful and trustful faces upon the beneficent in that case. ‘But here it is all the lines in the country and studying its striking feat- the damages to be awarded in the case of
result that is being wrought, smile to each the State. Nobody doubts but the corpora- ures.
Still, there has been a great amount each privateer. It is said that $2,600,000 is
other, and then think of Him and his grace tions could have won wider notoriety by of collecting done, and Prof. Agassiz has the sum allowed for the depredations of the
who makes ‘his doctrine drop like the refusin
intblank to let a single editor sent home fully one hundred and fifty bar- Florida, and that the case of the Alabama
This may
rain and his speech distil as the .dew.” take hiniself and family over. their roads rels, boxes and cases, filled with interesting was taken up last Wednesday.
be
conjecture,
but
it
is
n't
likely
that
perfect
And so the rain at once refreshes the thirs- without paying for it. But they elected specimens.
These, while we may not get
ty earth, illustrates the sayings of the otherwise. Knowing that the New Hamp- all the results of sea-soundings that we had secrecy will be maintained throughout. Perblessed Book, and preaches an effective ser- shire Press has come to bg too independent anticipated, will nevertheless answer use- haps it is best to be prepared for any hitch
:
mon to the human soul.
to sell its influence for a free ride to the | ful ends ‘when the Professor comes to man- that may occur.
“Like the rain.” So does the grace mountdins, they nevertheless gave the rides, ipulate and describe them before his classof God come to us. It is a beautiful and and asked no favors in return.—And what es. The party intends to be in San FranThe rain continues to are the hotels to gain by their part in the ‘cisco to attend the Meeting of the American
forcible simile.
come year after year, as if it knew that its matter? The public will travel where it Association for the Advancement of Scigrateful work of yesterday would not an- pleases, and will not be particular to stop ence, which comes the fourth week in AuLetter from Dr. Burns.
swer for to-day. There is no forgetfulness. at a hotel that charged only half rates to gust, and then it will come home by the
Bl
long
no
is
There
There is not much delay.
members of a’ certain profession. Let them Pacific Railroad.
Its results will doubtless
It comes as it is needed. make all they can out of it. Still, there is a occupy an important place in the annals of To the Editor of the Morning Star :
continued lack.
The earlier and the later season alike re- feature of generosity to the whole transac- scientific history; and give us all something
In fenewing my observations respecting
joice in it. It respects both seed-time and tion, that is much more prominent than any to wonder at.
the objects that have drawn my attention, I
harvest. It is distributed through the year. appearance of shrewd calculation.
nay notice the great oneness that seems to
It does not drown with a deluge and then
But while we are about it, let us examine ——REVELATIONS OF THE WAR.
The re- distinguish our ministerial brethren, This
shrivel and choke with a drought. It the case of the railroads a little closer. The port of the rebel J. Thompson upon his op- I noticed at Manchester and. at Me. West, Wooes the spring flowers from their hiding corporations are called mere monopolists of | erations along our northern frontier in 1868- ern Y. M. The latter held their session in
places, it nurtures the spmmer growths, it the privileges of traveling.’ Here is one 4 has been prépared for the press and was a rural spot, away from village bustle and
helps to round out and mature the products who affirms that their favors are all for given out last week. It is dated Decem- noise. The friends seemed of one heart
of autumn, if arrests the work of winter 4 oir favorites, while the great masses are ber, 1863, and indorsed by Judah P. Ben- and mind, and I was greatly edified by
which is turning the streams into stretches at their mercy. That exgn their courtesies jamin as received by him February 5, 1864. Bro. Whitcher’s discourse on the Church's
of ice. It falls upon the rock that will not are only traps to ensnare fugitive dollars, It details the attempt to organize rebellion obligation to educate her ministers for the
soften at its touch, and upon the greedy and that every gratuity is expectedto return in the North-west, and proves the existence great work of civilizing and saving the
so quietly, that

but the ser-

the close and devout attention

The movement is interesting as sug-

to

es of eternity while it is still encouraging
mortality bythe invigorating atmosphére
field
the
as if there were a great army in’
‘that
it affords,
:
The
coronation.
a
marching to celebrate
But we will not designate -any farther.
birds lift up their voices till grove and
orchard are full of melody. Every moment The reunions are helpful in a good many
the landscape grows brighter and richer, ways, and if time doesn't disclose their benefor the rain has revived all the vegetation, fits the participants will probably realize
And we hepe to see
and cleared and sweetened the air, and the and profit by them.
the
time
when
the
courtesies of railroad
of
blaze
sun-burst that follows it is like a
corporations will be extended to other assoglory out of the infinite brightness.
Will not the glory that flashes upon the ciations besides those of editors. What
soul, when grace has completed the work could be finer, for instance, than for the
of fashioning it into the lik&ess of its Lord, roads, once this Summer, to place a train
stand out in contrast with the cloud and at the service of all the ministers in the
storm of its earthly experiences as this trans- state, for a brief excursion,. and then next
figured landscape before us contrasts with Summer to serve all the teachers'in the
the dullness that enwrapped it only two same way, and follow that by giving the
short hours ago ? ‘When God shall say, ‘Let lawyers a ride, and then the doctors, and so
there be light!” and the vision of immortal on? Perhaps the railroad Presidents may

on the pane, running down the sides of the
house, dripping into the grass,—so steadily,

temperament,

mons of both were admirable and deserved

among us. For it must be something, if
politicians begin to tone their utterances to
please the Jewish ear.

selves from forgetting what glorious hues
the hills and valleys wear, how the mount-

be

Freewill Baptist churches in the state,

at Salem in Richardson Co., one at Palmyra

gesting the growth of the Hebrew element

unions, go off to redeem both from a premature Autumn.
They thus keep, them-

CHURCHES,
So faras I know, there are but three

were

to be partially successful, for the Hebrew uous, in pronunciation so faultless, in spirit
Leader, the Jewish organ in New York, is and tone and elegance So masterly. The
saying some very handsome things about other orations were more than ordinarily
the President’s efforts for the Jewish wel- excellent ; some of them displayed firstrate

Perhaps we need n't mentiqn the rest that

ant banners, and nods all its tasseled plumes

the Rain,

dfy exercises

very different

day.
These
editorial
excursions
certainly
show
———
ing rain, add by their ministry and their
We are sitting at the apen window on contrasts to the eternal splendor that an- that they are capable of doing very gener;
|
this July morning, watching the fall of swers the divine mandate ? The rain is ous things.
moisture from the clouds.
Again and indeed welcome; but thrice welcome: are
Current Topics.
again, through the night, we wefe half the precious thoughts and the redeeming
awaked by the sound of the drops pattering ministries of God's grace on the soul.
tb Ap
"
——A

Like

The Lord's

direct and effective, and of a superior order.
Pres. Cheney and Dr. Fullonton are of a

the situation has changed Since then.
Perhaps it began to change a year or two-ago,
when the President seemed so anxious to
atone for his past slight by interesting himself in the welfare of the Jews in the East.
Be that as it may, there is now quite a bid
for the Jewish vote, and the usual tricks
are employed to get them, And they seem

course, this friendly exchange of opinion on

ity breaks upon the Spirit, will not lifes smile at the idea, but we should n’t
cloud and storm, its blinding mist and chill- all surprised to see it realized some

Lewiston.

of little ac-

war, when he didn’t want their votes.

This personal acquaintance and social inter-

ains lift one up towards the heaven

And

slurring order concerning them during the

heart, it continues to come, all the long —hopeful indication that the lion and the
season through, in spite of hindrances and lamb shall eventually lie down. together.

wise, we are’dl preuty considerable batgh of
superannuates or supernumeraries,

formed was greatly surpassed by what "1
saw and heard during my four days’ visit at

count while they were small in numbers;
and General Grant could afford to issue.a

Free-traders

and Protectionists, Prohibitionists and license-advocates, these reverse a seat and
sit down face to face in friendly intercourse,

it hes called out

efficiency, but 1 confess ‘the estimate T had

ave

——ANOTHER BONE OF CONTENTION,

in

to be in print.

Democrats,

escap-

A

er rr—

Obviously, therefore, there is

no lack of ministerial numbers, for so new
and of
whole
worth
us put

ough course in music.

The fall term

will

commence Sept. 3d, and continue 13 weeks.
Students from abroad, coming

on the

cars,

will stop at Waterbury, on the Vt. Central
R. R., and 40 minute's pleasant ride by
coach, and the

receiving

place

is

reached.

assurance from

We

are

different places
ensuring

in our state of students the

term;

also from Nothern New York, and Canads,
and friends in Ohio are asking for informa:
tion respecting our accommodations for the

board of families, and character

school.’

7

of the

:

If friends from abroad are interesting
themselves in patronizing this school, should
not its friends nearer home give increased
attention in encouraging a larger attendance? Not until three years ago were We
favored with an opportunity of enjoying

the advantages of a school of our own In

the state, and as the privilege so long de-

sired is mow afforded, may each show their
appreciation in‘earnest effort for its success.

Students aré a necessity as well as money,
to make the school what its friends desire,

and the public demand.

In order fo accom-

plish our purpose, each minister and church
occupying territory favoring this gbhool,
should feel that its future prosperity de:

pends much upon their co-operation,

time has come

when

The

there should be @

thorough canvass for students, as the open”

term is at hand. It will afing of the'fall
ford much pleasureto our worthy Princh
pal and ffends in the place, to we leom

leading men to God, giving thefr
time and energies to the work, were
more to the cause than the whole of many of our young friends to the Gre ©
together.
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* VEGETINE is composed of Roots, Barks and Herbs.
It is very pleasant to take; every child likes it.
VEGETINE is acknowledged by all classes of peo.
ple to be the best and most reliable blood purifier in
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ext session with
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C. H. KIMBALL.

Unsolicited Testimonial.

. From Hon, David A Warde.

their doubts will vanish, for they completely cure
dyspepsia, acidity of the stomach, torpidity of the
liver,-jaundice, diarrheea, colic, vertigo, and prostration of the nervous system, and for the last fifteen
years have been the Standard Spring Medicine.
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Discovery. * *
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ORNING STAR. JULY
from an advertisement—the one who sat | story tenement-house again. I+ gave a
down on-the baby, thinking he was the rag- | dirty boy. a quarter to run up stairs and
| bag—and Alice, who stole all my best tow- make inquiries for me, and he never came
els, and Julia, who would take her beaux back to report. Near the third landing I
| into the parlor every time we were out in found the maiden. She was staying with a
the evening, and I don’t know how many ‘ friend,” in a little room twelve by fom

Nl
haw
My good, old-fashiome >dA Mother.
LE

They

HZ -

On the parlor walls it is hung:
1 gave to the artist a picture small,

when a servant is neat

.

I think I could manage

It’s true to life,~and here’s a look in the eyes
I never saw in another,

‘ Servant-hunting!

*Tis my good, old-fushioned mother.
before she was gray,

short curls,

at the side, hang

‘
that way.

wore it

|

It was a pleasant morning.

I

rendered unto all the light of my counteI had enough | nance. One girl had just ‘ éngaged.”

ed a half an hour
to oblige my

yourself,

For poor in spirit and humble in heart
v
my good, old-fashioned mother.

wife as to | not keep a “full set of help.”

or read

the

papers.

more thought about the.

matter;

A third

seemed qualified for our purpose,

cousin

was

dead,

and

she

but

her

couldn't

come

Take no | fora week. The fourth didn't like our location." The fifth made very pointed inand now,
quiries about the number

good-morning.”
‘I kissed her, and went on my way. I
bought a Herald at a stand on the corner.

Her life was crowded with work and with care,—
How did she accomplish it all!

of girls we

during the last year, and therf declided

had

en-

And lived for God, the loved ones at home,—
My true, good, old-fashioned mother.

up with incompetent servants when such
an army was in the field. I selected two
numbers, which I thought would suit.

gaging *‘ where they changed help so often.”
The sixth dide’t ever * negoshumate” with
a gentleman; * the madame. must come
husself.” The seventh wanted too many
privileges, and had lost her front teeth.
The eighth asked my name and place of

The years of her life were only three score,

They each contained three figures,

business, but, never having heard of me be-

I do not remember she ever complained,

Glancing at the list- of *¢ Situations wanted,” I smiled at the absurd idea of putting

And yet she wgs slender and small.

Motivesof life that were selfish or wrong,
‘With Christian grace did she smother,

‘When the messenger whispered, low, **

I gaze alone on her portrait to-night,
And more than ever I lové her,
And Ithank the Lord that he gaveto me
"*
Such & good, old-fashioned mother.
—Mrs. IT. T. Perry.

| floor.

—

es

and

little May

four;
L
Yet they love to sit together beside

doer;
:
And as the old man dances
knee,

the

but

cottage

his darling

on

his

:

He tells her,of the far-back time
young as she.

when

he

Cg
0
ae

wide-open

well-known word;

And in her mind she wonders

ears

““

fat,

red-faced

to every

left

the

there

a girl here

wants

a

‘“ Do you know whether there
| the building ?”

is one

in

I ascended a narrow

early youth

loved

the way of truth;
|
And now he clasps his darling as the day is getting dim,

a simple

evening

filled with ladies

pass-

ed #long a dark,
gloomy corridor. I
knocked at a door, and repeated my inquiries to a yellow, sickly-looking woman, with
a babe in her arms. She knew nothing of
any such advertisement, but it might be in
the next room. At. the next room they
thou ght that perhaps it was

:

And both together murmur
"hymn,

staircase, and

up

stairs.

So

1 was handed along from one to another
until I reached the fifth floor. There I

His stalwart sons come round him—all well advanced in years—
And tell him how the world ‘goes on, with all
its hopes and fears;
:
But from their modern gossip he turns away to
hear
.

gained the extraordinary information that

it was probably in the back yard. Reaching the ground-floor in safety, I proceeded
to the rear, where there was a three-story
house on the same lot, with a space of only
The childish prittle little May is whispering in
about ten feet between. An old man sat
.on the pavement smoking.
Folks call-the old man childish—it may be even
“ How many families are . there in the
80=—
His heart is as a little child’s, and this we love to
building ?” I asked.
know ;
He cogitated a moment or two before he
And somewhere it is written that not the wise replied :—
alone,

y

:

crestfallen,

started

talking

to

servants,

and

all sorts of persons hurrying hither and
thither. A clerk spoke through a tube and
called for a chambermaid and waitress for
number twelve. In the course of ten min-

utes a tall, greasy-looking Irish girl came

toward me.
‘If you are sent to speak to me,” I said,

* go back and tell them you won't suit.

Let another come as quickly as possible.”
Instead of obeying, she dropped into the
chair near by.
4 Won't suit, eh ? What ails me ?*’

-, * You are rot neatly clad.”
¢¢ Oh, that stuff on my dress

is

nothing ;

it will come out with a little sponging—
I stalked across

the

room,

and

advised

tHe young man in attendance to send a decent girl to me in short order. '1 conferred
with six before I gave my address and sent
one to my wife. The little performance
"|

‘ Twelve, sir.”

But those who live in child-like faith, our Father

somewhat

A clerk sitting by a table numbered me and
gave me a card. I was to takea seat correspondingly. numbered. The room was

had not mistaken the number.

- You see the sunlight blending the silver and the
gold.
:
‘Grandfather is not book-learned, but from his

emo-

entrance stopped me and registered my
name, then I passed into the main
room.

No.”

“ Maybe it is up stairs!” screamed an
old crone from a bed in the corner of the
.| room, as I took out the Herald to see if 1

old,

pent-up

1 only played the sympathizing hus-

band, and,

who

““

sun’s warm glow;

and

who

on another tour of the same nature the next
morning.
;
Without confessing it to Effie, I- determined to save time and steps, and try the
intelligence-office. A polite clerk at the

“« No.»

if he remembers

heavenward,

German,

I did not give vent to my

tions.

place ?”

Grandfather's hair is scanty, and white as driven
snow,
‘While May’s rich curls are golden, kissed by the

He has striven to walk

woman

No.”

“Is

too
The man who lived in Noah’s ark, when this old
world was new.
:
’

.

.A

was a fair-haired, blue-eyed

* she only
The ninth

was not only willing, but exceedingly anxious te undertake anything. She promised
to go to my wife in the” course of ‘half* an
hour; and I, thoroughly disgusted with

¢¢ Is your mother in ?” I inquired.

:

But she listens with

fore, very dryly remarked that
lived with the first families.”

rious sizes, came running to look at me.

was

- Those long and rambling stories May oft before
has heard,

of

wash-tub, and opened it.
is world, and particularly with the por
‘Did a girl advertise from here for a
tion of it which I bad just explored, looked
place this morning ?”
*¢ Not as I knows on. May be it is in at my*watch and found it was two o'clock,
P.M.
the back room.”
I knocked at the next door. Tt was | When I reached home, at the usnal dinopened by a little girl of nine or ten, bare- ner hour, Effie mét me, smiling.
A
* Did the new girl come?” I inquired.
footed and ragged, and her mouth full of
‘“ No, I'baven’t seen®ny.”
baked potato. Four other children, of va-

Grandfather’s Darling.
Grandfather is past ninety,

and,

course, were some distance away across
the avenues. It was not an inviting-look| ing neighborhood, and the building into
which I entered was far from prepossessing. I knocked at the first door on the first

¢¢ The Master has come and calleth for thee,”
She answered, * Pm ready to go.”

.

it

waste so much time smoking after lunch.
“I will, darling. Lie down and rest

‘We could not even discover,

i

think

to do; but then I might as well be hinder- | Another did not like to go where they did

Ambition for wealth, or love of display,

a

in old

Besides, she looked pale, and, as I said be- | several in that immediate vicinity; and

Her dress it is plainiand quite out of style,
Not a puff or a ruffle is there;
And no jewels or gold glitter and shine,—
She never had any to wear,

si]

I should

fore, I am a model of husbands.

To my good, old-fashioned mother.

sotto ran ra

I am

My wife did not usually speak with so
much earnestness, and it surprised me.

As when, with sisters and brother,
1 knelt at her knee, reciting my verse

a
Str pi

very well.

rather do my own work for a month."

Her hand on the Bible easily fests,

I

The ** friend” was a dealer

occupied an hour and a half, and

my

office

It was true! The hall ran through the work crowded me the rest of the day. I
calls his own.
;
dined down, town. Having lost my key,
Grandfather 1s past ninety, and little May but center of the building, making four rooms
four,
on each floor, and each room contained a I rung the bell 6f my own door about halfBo they will not sit together long beside that
family. One man, a shoemaker, had a past nine. The discarded
e admitted
cottage door;
:
wife and seven children. 1 visited every me.
But we know when the old man from earth is
‘ Effie, how is this?” I asked, before takroom before I found the one the girl had
called away,
.
advertised from. It wasthe most respect- inga chair.
His God and hers, will still protect his ‘darling
‘ Oh, nothing extraordinary. The girl
able looking one of the lot, and the occulittle May.
pant
was a young, tiny, well-dressed you sent came. She seemed perfectly satwoman. My spiritsdfffose like foam, and isfied with the place, but, in the course of
went down as quickly. The girl herself an hour, we: heard the lower door slam,
had not come yet. She lived over in and saw her running down the street.
Toward evening Jane came for her money,
Brooklyn.
:
I wheeled very abruptly and hurried to and not having enough by me, I detained
Servant-seeking. s
the sidewalk. Ugly words rose to my lips, her until you should come in. She went
——
§
but I did not speak them. I wondered if to work of her own accord, has put the
My wife is a delicate little woman.
She Effie had ever visited such an abode. Tak- house in order, and assisted me in every
‘was esteemed a great beauty when I mar- ing out the Herald again I read :—
way possible.”
ried her.
Her mother told me that, if I
‘“ Keep her, if she will stay. I will
‘¢ No. 333 West——strest—a young girl
© 45 Would preserve the rosesin her cheeks, 1 who understands her business, and is neat promise never to complain of anything
~ must be very tender of her, and shield her and obliging.”
4 hereafter, short of hair-pins in the gravy.
from too much care. For that reason I
It was only two blocks off. This time I A dishcloth or two in the pudding will be
have always
adv
the dismissal of serv- was fortunate enough to hit the right room a trifling grievance compared with what I
ants who were not absolutely perfect. at the first knock. The girl herself opened have been through during the last six-and“One morning, last week, (Jane omitted to the door. * Her manner was a little forbid- thirty hours. And, Effie, say to your lady
put the large spoons on the. table, and the
friends that, if their husbands are too ex«cruets were entirely empty. I took the ding. Ifancy she belonged, to the snap- acting in litle things, and meddle in doping-turtle order. Nothing daunted, howmatter in hand, as a good, kind, consider- ever, I explained my business.
mestic ‘matters where it would be more

The Family Gircle.

ate, thoughtful husband should, and spoke

sharply to the girl.

She undertook

How many be's there in your family,

to an-

ssw
me er
back, and I sent her straight ont
'
of the house.
« That is the way to do it,” I' said.

« If

“ But, my dear, Jane was a good

serv-

«one girl doesn’t suit, try another,”

+

ant in most respects.”

7 Thit is what you say of them all.

sir?” she asked, as she surveyed me from
head to foot. I dress well as a general
rule ; but it was a windy day, and [ was in:
a part of the city where thg streets were
not watered. ‘Consequently ‘the damsel
before
me could not make up her mind on
the instant whether I would answer for a

;

I

tell you, and have told you repeatedly, that master or not. I gave her the number
‘would be expected to serve.
1t is Just as easyto get those who are right

“Do

there be a carpet on

the

she

sensible for them to mind their
ness, you know of a remedy.”

it pays. Effie looks five years younger,
and the servants no longer creep round the
house in eonstant fear of my making
coveries to their disadvantage. A
words of well

A
‘¢ One or two, I think,”
‘ I guess the piace wouldn't suit me,

“Ah! the wrinkles date fw back of

Jane's

forge

Jd

am not sare but

hever makes fires.

‘of my

visits

to intelligence

offices.

I

I got read as I walked.

I

:
I didn’t fold and put

thought,
the last time I went to ome, that my newspaper in my pocket any more.

my hair would turn white

‘According to my

I

print-

ed information,
the most ‘desirable person
: «Why dow you follow up some of those | for me to visit was * a smart, capable, willgltls who advertise
in the' Herald? My ing girl,” in the neighborhood of Second
‘Avenue. Quite a stretch from the west
- “Iha
a score
ve
of ,
times. I got
Delia| part of the city, but I went. It was a fiveawa

oT?

2

>

:

Fa

¥

x

“moth ot ad 0, ul yak voig oehep
asl.”
l

hs

have

Charlie's little Cart.
year old Charlie, lying on his back on the

Boys always does them

where I lives.”
Las again afloat.

they have been produced-by the frequency

commendation

“ Oh,dear! I want a little cart!” said five-

“ Do there be any fires to make ?”

five instead of twenty-seven.” &

timed

disfew

cured Jane of her chief fault, and, since I
have seriously thought about it, I believe
girl's her to be a most excellent servant.—dp/ ‘pletons’ Journal.

will do it weil P”

affairs. Even now there are wrinkles set-

busi-

I have always been a model; I am now
one of the most docile of husbands. And

altogether. You are too gentle a mistress,
:
.
and your servants impese upon you. If I room P”
“Yes.
Now
please
inform
me
if you
had the charge of the house they would
have to tee the mark. I am tired of see- know how to take care of the whole upper
ing you
so_overshadowed with household part of the house and dining-room, and
tling in your forehead, as if you Jere forty-

own

187:

thing some due will step on them and fall
down, Lets see if we can't find a cart
somewhere. How will this do, Charlie?”

|.

~ Those words were
capital well invested.

And she took down “from the corner cupboard a low box without any cover. It
was about eight inches long and five inches

wide, and an inch and a half deep. Grandma had used it to keep seeds in through

. Charlie was a very

happy

and

wants

and

they

must

to baking it.

Common

glass,

you

know,

‘That

and children

would

weep

and wring their and was on the point of
hands, and beg him to paint again, or they +flsogether, and going giving up school
to work with. his fashould die of ‘hunger.
The neighbors ther at his trade, which. was that of a carthought
he was crazy, to stop earning money, and burn out so much wood, trying to

melt the mixtures he would make.

me those two little long pine sticks I see

last experiment unfinished,

in the kindling box.”
Then Grandma took a sharp knife, and
whittled the ends of the sticks out small,
and with four of her little carpet tacks

years of study and work
He ran out into the garden,

she nailed the sticks on the bottom of the

then he took the chairs and other furniture
down into the cellar where his oven was,
and burned them, one by one.
His poor wife, who was trembling with

“There

are

sharp
the

ends

stood

axlétrees,”

out
she

on
said,

.

Grandma

:

looked

round

from the

little

all his twenty

would be lost.
like one out of

his senses, and pulled down all the wooden
trellis work,
That soon burned out, and

fear and sorrow, suddenly heard a great

1

declare,”

she - said.

** Next

penter, Your words, however, nerved him
with new energy and spirit, and your little
sketch became to him as a talisman throughout the whole of his subsequent school life,”

—School-day Visitor,

Literary Wiscellang,
‘Woman Movement in Wyoming.
————

Shortly after the bill granting suffrage to
women went into operation, women were
summoned to serve as grand and petit jur-

ors in the several courts of record, and

in

this particular field their participation in
cry ip the cellar, and rushed down, think- public affairs has been especially successful.
Acting with men in the capacity of grand
ing her husband wis indeed crazy.
jurors, they secured the presentation of inThere he stood, im amazement, looking dictments they could not otherwise have
at a piece of the most splendid glass ever obtained ; serving as petit jurors, they paid
seen. It gliftered with all the colors of strict attention to testimony and argument,
profoundly impressed with the new
and
the rainbow.
‘one, so it would not come off.
f
important responsibilities that had been
Oh! how happy was the poor glass-mak- thrust upon them.
** There, now, it is a real little cart,” she
said; ‘go and gather your marbles for er then, and how’ proud were all his family,
The circumstances of the first case tried
and even his neighbors. The King sent for - by a jury impanelled regardless of sex were
market.”
“0 Gran’'ma! you're the best gran’ma him, and took him into his great palace, nas follows: A young blade, who had imbibed the then prevalent notion that ke
for little boys ever I saw!" exclaimed where he lived in splendor.
could not hope to attain to the full stature
He
did
not
die
there,
though, for this of manhood without killing somebody, parCharlie; and he was a nice little horse trotting off, and then he was a little man by man did not think as the King did about Helpated unnecessarily in a bar-room brawl,
the door-step, picking up marbles, and religion, and very soon he was dragged off and accomplished the object of his ambition.
loading his cart, and then he was a little to a terrible prison in Paris, called the Bas- Having been indicted for murder, he sought
to show a justifiable homicide, claiming that
horse again, drawing them steadily to tile, because he would not lie, and say he the act was done in self-defense. A jury,
;
market under the big arm-chair in the believed what he did not.
composed of oes} parts male and female,
The King went to see him in prison, hop- was impanelled to try the case, and, after
corner.
:
ing to. change his mind, but this is what three days and nights of deliberation, at last
Now wasn't, she a real bright grandma,
agreed upon a verdict of manslaughter, and
to know how to make such a nice little cart Bernard Palissy told him :
the culprit is now in the penitentiary medi“
You have said that you are obliged to tating upon the swiftness and certainty of
for Charlie !—School-Day Visitor.
leave me in the hands of my enemies—that is female justice. The male jurors were in
but the ladies; believing
not like a king. I will show you that I am favor of acqui
Glass-makers.
more a king thin yourself, for neither you that human life ought not to be held by any
such unsafe and flimsy
nor all your people shall oblige me to kneel three days and nights tenure, voted during
for conviction, until at
When men began to build warm houses down and worship images. No, I will die last a verdict of manslaughter was agreed
upon,
instead of living in tents %nd caves, they first!”
* The Court, unlike some :of.its Eastern
So the great man, who found out how
had no way of shutting out the cold and
would not permit jurors to separkeeping in the daylight. They left open to make the most- beautiful glass ever | | compeers,
ate until after their final agreement and disknown,
died
and went to heaven.
places in the walls, instead of putting in
That | charge.
At nightfall, after the day’s delibglass windows; or if the weather was too was better than living in a palace.—Bright | eration, adjacent rooms, communicating
by
a door, of which the sheriff held the Ee Fy
bitterly cold, they closed them up, and Side.
were provided, and the women, attended by
either sat in the dark, or burned tallow|
female constables, occupied one apartment,
dips and rushes all day long.
| while the menjdisposed of themselves in the
Exercise for Girls.
Very few people in the world knew how
other. When morning
dawned, the two
—
.
|
to make glass in those days, and no one
sexes met for delibe
n, and so on from
A
writer
in
the
Putnam,
discussing
exer- day to day until a final verdict was reachhad ever thought of using it for windows.
|led. It is alleged that the women passed a
You have all heard of Egypt ,—that coun- cise for girls, expresses these opinions :
The child who should be compelled every | considerable portion of the night season in
try in Africa which lies by the side of the
day to swallow a breakfast and a dinner | prayerful contemplation of the grave reRed Sea, and has so many pyramids and
resting upon them, while the
composed
of objects disgusting to it, would sponsibilities
towers and ruined cities of the desert, that
men indulged in a cheerful game of drawnever
be
expected by any sane person .to poker,
men and women go there from all parts of
Some of the ladies were matrons. whose
the earth to see those wonders. The Egyp- thrive thereon. But it is often assumed
that same girl will obtain all the benefit of domestic arrangeméfts might have been
tians to-day are not very wise; but there
exercise if obliged to walk solemnly up and temporarily in a chaotic state, while the
was a time when they knew more than any
spinsters
enjoying their season of ‘“maiden
other nation. In those days they found out down a terrace for so many hours, or to u
Tediturion Nac free,” were not annoyed
how to make glass; and that was four the dumb-bells and perform calisthenic ex-- by any harrowing reflections concerning
ercises in her dull school-room. Real exer- domestic eclipses.
If paterfamilias was
thousand years ago.
domestically disturbed and obliged to pracBut Egypt is a very hot country, and the cise, especially in youth, must be joyous ex- tice culinary arts, he had the consolation
of
houses have to be made so that the air can ercise, spontaneously taken, not as a medi- knowing that his other physical half was
cine,
but with the eagerness of natural ap- administering stern and impartial justice
go through as much as it likes; so no one
ever dreamed of needing tight windows. petite. Romping games in childhood,—puss for the benefit of society.
g
A lady with infant in arms appeared in
But what lovely glass cups the Egyptians in the corner, blind-man’s buff, and battldobedience to a summons;
and while the
used to make!
They cut them out of ‘door,—and all with screaming permitted jury was being impanelled the child adblocks of solid glass, and gave them bright ad libitum, are for indoors. Out of doors, dressed the Court with impassioned though
Come hunt the hare, Hide and seek,and hoop,
colors, and gilt them beautifully.
unintelligible eloquence, filling
the entire
Afterward the people of Rome, in Italy, and ball, and cricket, and kite-flying, and court-room with volumes of incoherent
learned to make glass cups and vases, and above all, that blessed thing, * Playing in sound, and effectually drotvning all other
attempts to be heard. Whether the young
when they had fought and conquered the hay.” Are these all */ dreadfully un- pilgrim
wae entering solemn protest against: .
lady-like,”
and
calculated for the production
France, they taught the art to the French.
the
new
departure, or singing the praises
Six hundred and seventy-four years after of tom-boys? Naver believe a word of it! of political equality, must always remain a.
Christ. was born, some Frenchmen went The most high-bred of women have been mystery ; but the Court promptly excused
over to England to help the Christians there the most free and joyous of children. Then both mother and child from further attendIn all cases where huscome a little later, or almost as soon, the ance at that term.
build a great church, and, anxious to show
band and wife happened to be summoned.
what wonders they could do, they made two great exercises of ladies, whereby more upon the same jury, one or the other was
colored glass and set it up at the open health and vigor -can be gained by ladies invariably excused on the
grounds of public
than by any other way, «namely, gardening or private policy ; ‘and in. the case of womplaces in the walls, where the sun could
en, the present or prospective
possession
shine thfoughit and show how beautiful it and riding. Oh, fathers of daughters who of
very young children is regarded as suffiwill’ by-and-by ask you to spend thousands
was.
:
cient cause for excuse, whether pleaded or
That set the English to thinking, and in paying their milliners’ bill, taking them not, and the Court is expected to take judito
fashionable
resorts,
and giving them rich cial notice of this fact. No divorces, or
rich men began to put glass windows in
their houses, partly for beauty and partly to settlements ; will you not spare a few tens elopements, or other ‘domestic calamities:
keep out the cold and yet let in the day- of hundreds, to give them the scrap of gar- have been known to result from woman's
introduction to the jury box.
light. But the glass was very costly, and den, or the rough pony which will secure
During a period of more than two years
for them health and bloom, and years of
the kings, who did not want even rich men
women hd, served as jurors in civil and
to have too many nice things, made them strength and life, which all your thousands criminal cases at nearly every term of the
pay a certain sum of money every yoar for can not buy a few years hence? Of all the various courts of record; and their influence, thus practically manifested on behalf
each pate of glass they had ; so it was hun- penny-wise, pound-foolish policies in the
law and order, has been noticeably benedreds of years before the poorer families world, is that which grudges the girl of of
ficial.
This is Seis arge with referenced”
fourteen
her
pony, or her half rood of to criminal
could have the benefit of the smallest wintrials.
In
border precincts at
dow of it. What would my readers think ground, and lavishes on her, four years the Wed. the 1
1 doctrine of exc
ble or
afterwards,
silks and jewels; and all the justifial le homicide is earried far beyond its:
of our President and Congress, if they
roper limits. For example, a couple of
should decide on making each one pay for costly appurtenances of fashionable life.
Be cose sovereigns indulge in wordy war‘and now for the wheels.”
:
Charlie couldn't think where the wheels
were coming from; but Grandma found
four empty spools
in her work-basket,
which she slipped on the slender axletree
ends, and then drove a tack gently by each

the sunlight in that way?
;
Do you wonder why glass should be so

costly ? It ‘was because very few men
knew how to make it, and they did not like

to teach others, for fear of getting too
much of it in the ‘market, and lowering the
price. But men never gain anythingin the
end, by being so selfish. Many persons

went to trying experiments in order to find
out how the beautiful, shining, brittle stuff

While the rest of the world eats, sleeps,
trades, and grumbles, these thinkers go at

| j acket she was cutting out, and saw the hard work till they can guess out, or study
| marbles rolling all around on the door- out a way to give the people what they
need. I want to tell you about one of these
| step.
| “It is time they were zathered if for thinkers,
market,

“The architect con-

boy,” continued the informant, ‘is
For twenty years he worked over his
the originator and executor of these designs.
earth, only stopping now and then to earn . At
the time you spoke to him, he was m
a little, so that his family should not starve. depressed by
reason of the incessant
Sometimes they were so poor that his wife torturing
persecution of his schoolmates,

round.”
:
At last be began to think he should soon
‘Oh, that's what it says, is it?" said: find out the secret he was searching for,
dear Grandma.
“I didn’t understand what when, one day, all his wood was gone. If
it said. Well, then, Charlie, run and get his fire should go out now, and leave his

cart, so that the
eachside.

commended

small le rm before mentioned.
“I had eutirely forgotten it.”

uncommon glass.

turn

exe.

which .

cess,” said his friend.
“Med ” exclgimed Mr.. Curtiss, “I don’t
‘
understand.”
“Don't you remember encotraging a boy
atthe hillside school, and ‘giving him this
sketch P”
yeplied the other, producing the

is made of sand and potash ; but he wanted

had

He

was

siders himself indebted to : you for his sue-

So he stopped his paint-

fare, and, after having exhausted the ver-

‘What a kind Word Did.
There was once a schoolboy named

nacular of bi

Rob-

ert, who passed for a very dull one among
his companions, and was ridiculed and called “blunderbuss,” eto»

It happened one day that some members
of the school committee were examining

floor and kicking bis feet up in the air.
pupils in drawing. With downeast eyes
|. ‘I don’t, know what to do, Gran’ma. I was made, and more than one taught
him- Robert timidly held up bis specimen
s amid
want a cart, and nobody ever gets me carts. self the way, for there are few things so.
the half suppressed laughter of his com1 want one as big as a mountain, like Un- hard to do that real thinking men and
rades.
cle Peter's, to. carry my marbles to market women can not do them.
i

|i n.”

the style of execution.

ing, and went to working over earth, and

It sdys it wants wheels,

four,

they were very

but he was most anxious

than any yet seen,

him.

start in
as solid

in the highest terms both the designs ahd

to find out, and to make it more beautiful

no sooner got back to the jacket, than there
he came and stood pulling the corner of
her apron.
* Gran’ma,” he said, soberly, * my little

cart ain't a cart.

a friend had shown

glad, for they thought perhaps he would
paint their church windows for them.
Palissy did not know how to make the

little gallop-

ing horse fora minute; but Grandma

tolling some architectural drawings

Bernard Palissy, who could paint on glass

glass he painted,

for him

Several years after, Mr. Curtiss

they learned that the man whb had brought
his wife and children there was the great
better than any other man,

the winter; but the seeds were all in the
ground now. looking out for themselves,
| white as snow. She was sitting with her and the box was empty.
feet in a pail of water, trying to cure corns,
“Ho!” tried Charlie, 'who"had jumped
| so she said. I left.
:
up and run after her, ‘ There ain’t anything
I was getttng slightly out of temper
for the horse to drag it by!"
when I reached the sidewalk. A dog hat
“Oh, you don’t know!" said Grandma.
| nessed into a small cart obstructed the way.
‘See here!” And she took a gimlet from
| I raised my foot and removed the whole the shelf and bored two holes in one end
establishment into the street.
After that of the box,’and then fastened a long cord
1 felt better. Turning for comfort again to
in the holes, so that Charlie could harness
| the Herald, I found * situations wanted” by himself in, and be a little horse.

would be a pieasure. I can’t imagine anything so very dreadful about it.”
‘¢ Suppose you try it? I really do not
feel well enough to make the effort; I had

Thé hair'¥h the picture’s' wavy and dark,

down,
For she always

teen,

it is

worn out with servant-hunting.”

.

And the same sweet smile that she always wore,—

And the-same

and ‘honest,

clothes, and was just sorting over a cargo.
best to overlook trifling short comings. If The smart, capable, willing girl had seen
my husband was just a little more patient, | full sixty-five summers, and her hair was as

Which was taken wheh she was young.

"TWaE taken

I have come to the conclusion «that;

| more,

brought home the portrait last night to me,

1,

L

About three hundred and thirty-one years

“Don’tbe ashamed, my boy,” said one
whom we will call Mr. Curtiss. “I made
worse looking trees and horges when. I be-

gan to draw.

Go

on, you'll conquer—will

even surpiss me, I'm thinking.” He then
drew a sketch and gave it to the boy, say-

ing, “There, see what can be done by
severance,”

per-

sgate, exchange shots, re-

sulting
perhaps fatally to one but not to the
other.
The survivor is indicted for murder—claims that the act was done in self
defense, and in a majority of cases would
be acquitted by a jury composed exclusives
ly of males; hut woman jurors, unless

isfied that the deceased was beyond question
an aggressor

with

murderous

inteat,

are

uite apt to find a totaly differens verdict.

he women of Wyoming, regardless of race
or previous condition o; servitude, adhere
to good government, seek the enforcement

of wholesome laws, and, while bravely performing the onerous though unsought duties pertaining to their néw condition,

manifest

no unwomanly ambition for place, emolu-

ment, or power,—Galacy.

=
2

.

Little ‘words, not eloquent speeches nor
sentences ; li ¢ deeds, not miracles, nor

battle, nor one great heroic act, nor mighty

martyrdom,
life.

make

up the ‘true

Christian

»
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;
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—
a

ts
a kontrakt.
derle
Take all the dangers

brief~space

Thare aint ennything

They are now advancing

every

education, and

in intelligence by

ly kure lazyness,

step they take in that march, is with {them as
it is has been with every people pessing from
step further away from their original sim-

if

This,

that will komplétehay known a second

but I

wife to hurry it sum,
A ‘good-natured man haz got one ov them

higher state—a

the state of ignorance to a

:

and it would be a coward’s paradise.

has elapsed-since that great act, come

- over that pecple,

world

out of this

kind ov souls that will gro ennything thav
iz planted in it, good, bad, or indifferent.

Thare are men in this world whom flat.
tery makes stronger; bekaus it makes them
these people are not to escape its illustra~ more kareful ; but sutch men are skarse.
The only safe way for most people tew
tion any nore than their white friends. 1
don’t know that I can better illustrate the get along In this worldiz tew watch others,
jist as they do.
idea I am seeking to impart than by the and do
uman happiness iz like Joseph's coat—
fotlowing incident, which literally occurred :
Many years ago there mightbe seen occas- a thing ov menny colors. *
T kant tell which iz the wuss off, the man
gionly ste Pig jauntily along Pennsylvania

plicity and simplé-mindeduess.

not a natural result, is certainly a facet, and

Avenue,

who iz all hed and no heart, or the one who

an air of con-

Washington, with

in

is all heart and no hed.

scious superiority over his fellow *¢ darkies,”
gemman,”
a smart, spruce young ‘‘cullud
who rejoiced inthe name of Lloyd Wallace,

lander by birth, and the first
He was a
light of heaven that fell upon his sable coun-

tenance was in the eounty of Anne Arundel,
in that state, He was born a slave; but for
up, and that of his
his fidelity as he
manumitted

been

he and they had

parents,

—were set, free from all bonds but those of
love and attachment to those to whom they

once belonged.

Now it so happened that

forebears
the family to whom he and his
had been * servants” were part of my own

ac-

kindred ; and so, when a boy, we {were

uainted—Lloyd
riends too; and
when he became
man "—he only

and I—and
this friendship
by his freedom
then became ‘‘

were good
did vot end
*‘ his own
a brother.”

my

William,

to your

belonged

ancestors

re-

gard for you and all'your family."—Harper’s
:
Magazine,

A Burning
HOLOCAUST
eG

In an editoral in

Ship.

OF COOLIES.
—

Telegraph,

London

the

A | catastrophe,
horro—disclpsing

almost unparalleled
eruelties
the ross

the Macao emigrant trade by one lust
terrible demonstration—happened in
China seas last May; and is recorded
Parliathentary

report

published.

just

see!”

is capable, is

on

£0

with

loose,

Such writing may be useful

to the

Its glad song is the welcome of old

rily’'on lowering days as under the blue
skies,

One

hardly

misses “the sunshine

when listening to it.

Tread the other day

familiar

both

and there bursts into a galaxy of notes
which fall earthward, as it werey into many

colored brightness.
best

It loves the morning

for its song—as

“Wakes the morn,

‘Shakespeare

saith, it

g, from whose silver breast

The sun riseth in he ‘majesty >

One would not think, looking

call

stereotyped phrases—phrases that go float
ing around the community, and belong
to
everybody and nobody; such as *¢ flashing
eye,” ¢ eagle eye;”** noble brow,” *‘ mar-

per- | young

place, you

asso-

ment by young writers of what we will

uncertain, |

old

the

at the plainly

dressed, reddish brown, hazel-eyed;

seven-

inch long thing, that it was the first violin
and flute, all in one, of the Wood otehestra.
They are very numerous, the skylarks, but.

a caged singer sells well—seven shillings
sixpence just now. They arc passionate
little things both in loves and hates. If any
other bird comes near it, it is in a
fgenzy of
rage. But keep it alone and it becémes devotedly attached to human beings. A family of my acquaintance kept One for many.

¢ radiant charms,” ‘silken tress-

all those melo-dramatic, wholesale

a

Here I am,at my

All's well

and, will scatter its musical sunshine as mer-

with the Bible and Prayer-book. Their influence for literary culture on the mind is
gs gred® as their influence on our moral nare,
i
i
A kindred fault with the one which we
have just been considering, is the employ-

ble brow,”

agaim,

It begins to sing before the flowers come,

ciations of ages, And 1 would say that
one who wishes to form a rich and simple
very

threshold

in Herman Oehlschlager’s ‘Strange Folk”—
a charming novel—a word for the
lark,
which expresses it absolutely ; he calls it a
gong-rocket. Even so it rises into the sky

antiquity, and mossed over with
style, Buthy 10 become

own

England to all hearts that have any sunshine.

In like manner that book which comes
next to the Bible in its tender relation to
the, human. heart—the Book of Common
Prayer—is largely Saxon, and owes much
of its power to the simple, solemn homeliness of language, now grown ‘quaint with

is, that
rambling talk-about it, as if they were try- | duced.
Thus
| ing to make their own minds clear.

they

-

occurs this statement :

as evex!

purposes, of

years, which they

nursed through an illness,

After that it sparkled with delight whenever
one of them approached, and sang them a
beautiful song. But it could never endure
the male sex.

It could

even

detect little

boys in skirts, and was sullen and dumb

climatized in America.

a clear

There isa tradition

in the northern nggk of Virginia that the
Colonial Governor”Spottswood took over
there a ship full of them and let them loose
in the country named after him (Spottsylvania), in the meadows along the Rappahannock, near

Frederic

soup} but

there

are

none there now. I have heard lately that
there is a kind of skylark somewhere near

|
|
|

if it be

know

the Pacific coast, but do not

|

am quite sure, however, that it
worth a good deal of cave and exthere could be introduced iato
this most charminz and delightful
*

How

to Temper

Old Age.

01d people will find groat

relief

in the

society of those whoare younger.
Because
the sympathies of the old are with each oth| nearly all the sophomores and many of the er, because they are likely to view things
by which they got at their results.
| in the same way,and to have common memto tell a stranger where Mr. | young clergymen in the country.
If you wi
ories, it by no means follows that they have
Now,
as
a
general
rule,
a
writer
should
|
|
denot
do
you
is,
house
Simeon Allen's
caution: keep yourself from those no right to associate with young people.

vessel, called the Don Juan, set sail on
4th of that month from Macao, bound for
Peru, with six hundred dnd fifty-five coolies
on board, who had been kidnapped and
shipped under the flag and with the authority of the Portuguese government. Once
large multitude was placed
thisd,
-on boar
literally in prison—penned on the main
deck and fastened down by three iron gratings, which closed the hatches, ten coolies

ure

marked
his arrangements

in regard

to his

{¢]
Liftle g 7) Cay
oung

is room.

for family

his father, that he

prayers

He wanted them

once

more

hour,

unconscious

as
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first to sing, “ Come

he ' became
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to Jesus,” then desired his father to pray for
each of the children separately, then he made
each of them promise to be Christians, At two
in the afternoon, the time he had designated as
his dying
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might have great prosperity in Haverhill,—for his
brother and sisters, the oldest especially who
had not made a profession—and soon after he ex-

pressed a wish

Nightto

Little Ben Hadden Kerles, 4 vols

said, ** 1 shall die this afternoon,” and asked
his mother to read the last chapter in Rev,, and
pray with him.
He then prayed for himself, for

reconciliation —for
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and found Christ at the age of twelve years, - He
gave his books and pictures to his young friends
and on the morning of the
day of his death he

perfect

$12)

The Hartz Bors.

death, He selected the one to attend
his funeral,
chose his bearers, and expressed .a wish to be
‘buried at East Corinth, Me., where he sought

oO

0

United States.

s largest.

Newb, Aaaton Whose

and

bey

Fit .

to

earthly things; he remained in this state a short
time and then went to live with
Jesus. The

writer attended his funeral, assisted by clergymen of three denominations, who came to show
their regard for the youthful Christian, and to
pathize with a brother minister and his fam-

y in their affliction. 1 hope his many young
friends who read this will prepare to meet him
in heaven.
J. MARINER,

Mus. EL1zABETH, wife of Jacob Wiley, died

at Harrisburg, Pa., July b, after a: lingering

fil-

ness, aged

the

65

years

and

6 months.

Aguin

¢hurch and community have been called upon to
bid the last farewell to one, who,

for

a number

of years, has been a faithful and earnest follower
of Jesus.
She bore all her pain and suffering
Srough her long illness as none ¢ould except
thosé who live near the blessed Lord, and ever
rely on his strong arm for support.
And in the

LIFETIMES.

after the beautiful monument of chiseled

at the feet of Jesus.

While

in

the

“DOMESTIS
BY Co, Of. Chigibers Strmly

Providence Wringer.

marble

NEW

1872.

O

i

Moulton Rolls,

| Most Durable
Doubkle Spiral
gh

Cogs.
Easiest Working

CURVED CLAMP
Holds

death of so

firm, so noble a Christian, this world has parted
with one of its blessings, we should rejoice that
another light has been added te the heavenly
shore.
Death and heaven were the subjects
nearest her heart, and on which she delighted
most to converse;
and as she ripened for the
abodes of pure and endless bliss, her longing to
enter upon their enjoyments daily increased.
This desire to depart and be with Christ was so
great that all her ties to the world were broken;
and having sipped of ‘the streams of heavenly
pleasures, she naturally longed to drink at the
fountain-head.
We
have no reason to doubt
but she had an abundant entrance into the ever-

lasting kingdom.

.

’

Tuoead

1

Rg

Address

nour of death she found the same blessed Mas-

for some time, and only

after

Youth and Sunday School Libraries.

Rose and Millie,

patience seldom witnessed.
As he drew near
the end of his brief pilgrimage a sweet compos-

shall be washed away by the pattering
rain
drops.
The young convert, the babe in Christ,
always found in the one who now sleeps her last
sleep, a sympathizing heart, and a mother’s care
and affection. She was always ready to speak
of the love of Jesus, his great mercy towards us,
and the home beyond the tide. Also the middleaged and the aged by conversing with her have
been encouraged to bear fajthfully the cross
through the storms of life until they lav it down

sing

Some of the Latest and Best Books for

17 years and 10 months, The deceased was
characterized by
an amiable disposition,
notwithstan
outhful love for life, he
months before his departure gave up the
of recovering and manifested a degree of

ter by her side.’ During her Christian warfare
she reared for herself a monument of deeds,
with victory perched upon its] summit, which
will dazzle in the sunlight of Christianity long

true. I
nothing but the faults are repro- would be
pense if
Byron, for a time, spoiled all the | America
verse-writers, who could do nothing | songster.

Mon himgelfas a‘ private exercise—it may | but turn down their collars, strike on heir
o
serve a strong and -unpracticed mind in the | foreheads, and declare their scorn of manam !'scame manner that the fermenting process | kind, and their intense sense of their own
the | does beer; it may enable it to work it-| superiority.
Then we had Carlyle, who imitated Gerin a self clear.
man writers and be-Germanized his own
A
But writers must not export to force |
the readers to follow them through the process | style, and spoiled the English style of

aged
ever
and
for
hope

when they were near. It recogaized any
changes of dress in the little girls and youn
ladies, and if they came in novel gar
would watch them curiously and silently
recognition, though
then it would sing
with unusual animation, as if celebrating
the new dress.
¥
The lark is such a prolific and hardy bird
that I should wonder if it could not be ac-

expres-

sions with which unskillful writers pile up
Inexperienced Writers.
the agony on their villains. One is an exquisite portrait, wrought in by a thousand
——
We promised in this article to give some touches; the.other a rough daub, with ter;
of the faults into which young writers are rifying whiskers of burnt-cork.
Another fault to be avoided, especially for
;
very apt to fall.
lively and sympathetic young writers, is inhe first is, a sort of loose, wordy insensible imitation. A certain great condefiniteness. This comes from not having
an exact and elear conception of what they trolling author, with a very pronounced
wish to say. They may feel ifiterested, and mannerism of style and obvious defects,
even StronRIX excited about a particular often so completely occupies the public
ve a general, vague desire mind, ®nd strikes’ so many sympathetic
subject, an
to say many Shing about it; but their chords, that all the young writers are in
brought to no precise, danger of falling, through sheer insensible
thoughts of it are
Consequently; sympathy. What is to be regretted in this
defined point.
clearly,

for, Mr.

ancestors, and 1 feel a sort of a national

valuable

which the English language
almost entirely Saxqn.

wll

and in his enthusiasm he exclaimed, * Mr.
William ” (calling me by my Christian
name, as was then usual), “I am always
happy to meet yeu, always glad to see you;
it makes me think of the old time;

all

es,” *¢ heteulean strength,” and so on, ad
;
’
Hope is no flatterer—she . cheats every- infinitum.
alike, but, after all, iz the best friend _ In regard to all this class of phrases, we
would ask a ung writer to read through
we have got.
An idle man iz always a lazy one—he some finished work of a real artist, and see
Spends all hiz time hunting for nothing to how quite possible it is to do without
them.
0.
Take Hawthorne's House of the Seven
Knowledge is power, no doubt, but it is
“there are sum people Gables, for instance; notice how clearly
mot in
and minutely he paints all his pictures of
who Only
edu
vices.
.
Every man should know sumthing ov law objects, and yet how entirely free it is from
8 enough to keep out ov it, he shop-work finery ; how every epithet and
he
=f
every expression is chosen exgetly because
iz a pretty
2bod lawyer.
The best reformers are thoze who are all it is the one best fitted to represent the idea
the time trieing tew reform themselfs, thus for which it is put.
When he is describing a wicked man in
presenting tew the world one good exJ dg Pyncheon, see how nicely he avoids
ample, worth at least a dozen prece pts.

him one day, after the usual saluhis heart overflowed with affection,

Meeting
tation,

for

your

old fellow ? Gladto see you!

book on the whole, of the most perfect, £x-

pression,

approach

tham up it starts, crying out: ‘“How are you

on 5 Oe

marked

and

‘to that heart—the

Ha

sixpence—he iz alwiis worth the face, and
espe bright to the last.
* Natur never half finishes a joby nor un-

appeéaling

Sl

that

a nimble

«Th& old English Bible, which is the book
most nearly

RR

i
business.
The man who wears out iz like

Any one who is at all familiar with the
negro character as it existed in former
times—that is to say, before slavery was
change that has already, in the

only tew shoot at.
be but few sekrets in this

‘worldif folks would tend tew their own

tng a prominent official position at Washington for the following anecdote:
the

iz thoroughly lazy, he is

GL i

good for nothing
Thare would

occupy-

We are indebted to a gentleman

abolished=—will soon deteet

man
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SARAH, wife of Mark Folsom, died in New=
burg, Me., June 15, aged 65 years, 5 months, 15
days.
Sister Folsom experienced religion
in
1824, under thé labors of Elder David Sweat,
was baptized and united with the church in that
place.
Sister Folsom with her companion was
one of the new settlers in the town, and was organized into the F. B. church near Center Newburg, where they with a few others have been
the main stay of the church.
She has been a
constant reader of the
Star for 40
years. Sister
Folsom has been the nother of 8 children, 2 of
whom passed on to the better iand before her.
One-son died in the army.
Her sickness was"
long and distressing Which she bore with Christoo highly of
speak
not
can
We
fortitude.
tian
our departed friend, as a companion, mother
and Christian.
Her house was always open fo
every one, where they received a warm and
heartylwelcome.
Sister F'. leaves many friends
to mourn her death.
J. FLETCHER.
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allowed to come on dozen distinet words.
York.
at a time only being
the young on the part of the old is absurd;
|
resolutely,
quite
another
circle
of
reading.
The ship sailed in fair weather from
deck.
Now, this faculty of saying one distinct
envy of the young because they have so
Macao.
thing at a time, in a pure and simple form, | You may be quite sure that the style form- much more of life before them is futile.
THE GETTYSBURG
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Express,
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a difficulty pline ; and for which a person who intends
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three-ga
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with
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when seen diluted through imitations.
each;
religions interest has been low and her public
arose about the food passed down to the to write ean not too soon begin to aig.
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each: with
each. Medical
In this place, it may be well to caution make the young suspicious of their youth; testimony has been neglected. For some months $2,50
with cases of two dozen quarts a $6.50by nearest Post-..emigrants, The interpreter got angry and
We were once traveling in a chaise
will
young
the
certified
whom
be
Nestor,
must
as
past
she
has
heen
suffering
severely
from
the
rather
but
and clerical vocation
arties. Address,
struck those who complained with his cane, through New England, wishing to find a the young writer to avoid all imitations of love
master or other responsible
The
effects of a scrofulous humor which reached
to have as witness and adviser.
adelphia, Pa. 12t23.
whereupon the wretched coolies made a village which we will call West Sutton. French literature. Madame George Sands old may join in thé sports of the young, but the: brain, causing despondency and gloomy ap- NEY BROS., 227 8. Front 8t.,
misfortunes - until
rush at their European jailers. The iron Seven or eight different times we were says, very justly, that the rendering of they ought to value and tv use th: privilege
prebensions of approaching
; hence she
hatched were immediately slammed back obliged to stop and propound to a than la- ideas from one language to another is like of aiding and cheering the young in their life became an unsupportableownburden
life and termiraised her hand against her
undertaking to play on one instrument muupon them, and, when the poor creatures | boring in the fields the question :
We bework and their pleasure. _,
nated her existence by hanging herself.
sic which has been written for another.
CO.,
beat upon the beams and planks to get air,
¢ Which is the road to W est Sutton ?”
speak in hebalf of this afflicted cirel® the Dagens
GRAHAM, PERR
Perhaps this may be comprehended in the
The
same
remark
holds
good
with
regard
L. P. B.
into the crowd.
muskets were fired dowy
Out of the seven to whom the, question
up with of God’s people.
keep
it
that
age,
old
to
advice
final
of
graces
the
language
It then appears that, in desperation, some was put, only about three appeared to have to, imitating in one
REAL ESTATE AND”LOAN AGENTS.
another. The French language has a pe- the time. Sadly the old are wont to lament
LOVINIA, wife of James Morey
and daughter
few of the coolies set fire to a store-room cultivated the faculty of answering exactly
that
the
good
days
are
gone,
that
things
are
on loan, we have
Of all the money we had placed
of T. and F. Emery, died at "Merrimack, Sauk
culiar genius of its own, but a genius so
forward, hoping, no doubt, to force the the question that was asked of them without
not now so comfortable and right as they Co., Wis., June 15, aged 36 years and 9 months. not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
English,
the
of
that
from
different
entirely
crew to throw their prison open. The sailors unnecessary and confusing adjuncts.
and the Fire
were in the last generation, to call to mind
Sister Morey gave her heart to the Saviour some
in which the buildings were consumed
tried to pump water down upon the seat of
One man would describe all the wrong that the best French literature is entirely
twelve years ago; and united with thet Freewill
the
‘good
old
time,”
They
can
not
be
nce companies have failed.
Insura
atThe
English.
the conflagration, but the frienzied men beST
roads with great prolixness, and tell you untranslitable into the.
gainsayed in this by the young, since these Baptist church at Merrimack, of which she reNOW XS THE TIME TO ENVE
low passed the hose out of the porthole, so that when you had rid a little way, you'd tempt to imitate French in English, gener- do not know what the world was before mained a faithful member, until she departed to
detestaShe leaves a kind husband,
here, and to place on loan,
be with her Saviour.
that th: pumping became useless.
come to a left hand road that would take ally speaking, produces the most
they were born. Bat nothing is gained in a little son eight days old, one brother, an aged
.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,
Then the fire spread beyond all control, you down to Josh Peter's mill, and then ble of all literary mixtures.
to
friends
of
circle
large
a
attempting
show
to
those
who
are
living
mother,and
and
That which in French dialogue has an in- now that the world was a great deal better father
and volumes of thick smoke rolled into wound up by Tom Smith’s huckleberry pasmourn their loss. Her mother has been many
166 LASALLE Street,
And so expressible and airy charm’ of graceful
the muin deck—choking the mass of coolies tur'—but that air wa'n’t the road.
years an invalid, depending upon her daughter’s
make
old
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Let
born.
were
they
before
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vulcare, as she waited the time of her departure.
brilliant wit becomes in English mere
at either end, who had taken. no part in on for perhaps quarterof an hour.
the
best
of
the
life
which
they
have,
of
the
But she whom it would seem should be
first regar flippancy ; and an English mind underer month guaranteed
the privious proceedings.
Red tongues of
Two ox three hard-visaged; cleav-headed
days into which the Lord has prolonged mains, while she who seemed so much needed
Agents everyto 250 Rare toWHITE
flame and suffocating clouds filled the ship men took the question up, made a pause taking to imitate it reminds one of the fable their being, and not be forever bringing the here has gone. It was hard for her to legye her $10
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where selling
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delightful by meeting
helpless mother, yet almost her last words were,
Wire Mills, Philadelphia,
ers beat at the iron gratings, tore at the and told us precisely, without an unnecesput the Jight of the present time in shadow. * The cup which my Father hath given me, shall Peles free. Address Girard
12meow4
airy capers of a lap-dog.
fastenings of the deck, and even endeavored sary word, exactly where the road lay.
need
adventure,
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in
Aeneas,
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sang
intervals
at
then
She
studied
I not drink it?’
be
must
style
English
good
to get up to the air through the ventilators.
‘These were the men, other things being
‘
not tell the Etruscans of the heroes of windy of that hymn commencing,
.
The port-holes, however, were fastened, equal, who ought to be sent to the legisla- from pure English models,
Troy, as if all the brave men were of the
voice from heaven proclaims,”
the
what
Hear
¢
may
you
{hat
authors
certain
are
There
the dead-lights were too small to allow of a ture. They had the foundation element of
n and Priam. Webster and died in the triumphs of redeeming love.
study, admire, and even learn by heart hosts of Agamemno
man’s body passing, and the ventilators good writing and good speaking.
and Jackson, were
B. F. MCKENNEY...
Calhoun
and
Clay,
and
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were barred, so that there was no edape. In
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bright and promising, the sunstep towards saving the lives of the impris- go into ultra-refined society, that the ordi- them that can be copied; everything
settled by the statesmen of the former age. their ofonlytheirchild,
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home, the sweet joy of their days.
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sister gave her heart to
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five below found some means of bursting danger of Te
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in religion.— Herald of Heal th.
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rush for life to the mpper deck. About a grammatical inaccuracies and conversation- make evet'y effort to rearrange his sentence
else-scribe all the

huckleberry-bushes

macs and mullein-stalks that grow

After the Chicago Fire.

hundred in all at last’ emerged

from that

to the sea. = A few managed

to-get hold of

- Golgotha of anguish, and leaped at once inspars

and

floating

gear,

and

hung

upon

these till some fishing boats picked them up
next morning. The majority were already

al carelessness, is the best that can Dé got Tso as to do without it.
Finally, we will say that a young writer
for the expression of ideas. .
There is no better model of pure,
good can not do better than to study those rules

writing than the best parts of John
Bunyan; such, for instance, as his description
of the ** Delectable Mountains ” of the Land

mortally injured when they escaped, or of Beulah, and the ascent of the
ned; or crushed by the falling’ into the celestial city.
werd'd
chains and spars of the ship.’ But at least
The reason of the excellence
five hundred were first

scorched

to

death,

or choked and trampled dead, before
infernal prison-gate : was, forced by
breaking open of the hatches, which
Sapam and crew had #o shamefully
ast,

the
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Wisdom by Josh Billings.
. Thare iz no person worth being jealous
of Who
iz willing to be the kause ov it.
Wise mewhav but

cunning ones, nope. *

few

konfidents,

ashunce isa good sthing

for a man

.

to

haye, provided he don’t have tew mutch ov
it; there iz a point at which

pashunce

be-

gins tew.be ignorance.
Take the mistery out ov things and they

lo#® two thirds ov their attrackshun.

..
of these

passages is that the ideas are vivid and po-

etical, but expressed with a solid, plain,
homely simplicity. /
It is to be remarked that that part of our
language which comes from the Latin,
though it is more high-sounding and harmonious, is generally less simple and definite, and appeqis less directly to the heart,
than that whith comes from the Saxon portion,
The ‘¢ paternal

and

pilgrims

mansion,”

for

example,

is a Latinized phrase; ‘ home ” is a Saxon
is Latin;
word.” - ** Maternal ancestor
« mother ” is Saxon. ** The domestic cir-

is Latin; *‘ our folk,” Saxon; ‘* our
cle
house,” Saxon. Can not the reader feel in a

in Dr. Blair's Rhetoric which treat of style
and the structure of sentences, Like many

new

old things, they are better than many
ones; and the writer who will thoroughly
master those rules will take a long step towards becoming a solidly good writer.

Lastly, whenever, in writing, you come to
the end of what you have to say, STOP, then
and there, as we at this moment close this

article.— The Hearth and Home.

English

Skylarks.

ters to the Cincinnati Commercial,says there
jsno bird which can surpass the skylark.
is like the steady favorite

actress,

whom

no temporary star, like the nightingale, ful-

filling a brief engagement, ever

from the chief place

in the pnblic

dislodges
breast.

s old friend. You
moment how much: nearer, the heart the The lark is everybody'
go away to foreign countries, and amid gay
homely Saxon always touches ?
danger of stumbling into what has been { geenes forget it: no sooner do. you return,
£7
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GRACIE, daughter of Rev. J. F. and M. J.
Tufts, died at Maineville, O., ‘Apr. 6, aged 1
Funeral services by the
year and 6 months.
J. HISEY.
writer.
"SARAH B. DEARBORN died in Buxton, Me.,

She was
May 17, aged 19 years and 6 months,
confined to her bed nine years, suffering a great

M. D. Cohway, in one of his London let-

It’

deal of excruciating neuralgic pain,

D uring the

intervals of distress, however, she found time to
read the Bible through seven times, committing

a great many verses to memory, and taking its
precious promises home to her own heart to
comfort her in her afilietion. She became ex.

tremely

emaciated, longed for death,

yet tried

to wait patiently while he delayed his coming
greeted him with joy at last when be came, an
J, M. B.
fell quietly asleep in Jesus.

FRANK EDWIN, son of Rev. A. P. Tracy, died
of consumption,in Charlestown, Mass., May 11,

ter.

Funeral

services

:

by

the

wri-

E. C. Cook.
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